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Difficulties That Face BA Students When Translating 

Prepositions of Movement from English into Standard 

Arabic. 

Prepared By: 

Nadia Lutfi Dawoud Dawoud 

Supervised By: 

Dr. Mohammed Al Hanaqtah 

Abstract 

There are skills that students must have to be able to translate. The study aims to discover 

the difficulties that face BA students when translating prepositions of movement from 

English into Arabic and to know who has the higher proficiency males or females. The 

study also aims to discover the appropriate translation techniques students can use in 

translating from the experts' perspective who are university instructors. The study sample 

consisted of 60 students (30 males and 30 females) randomly chosen who are majoring in 

English and translation and who have completed at least one course in translation selected 

from three private universities in Jordan. In order to achieve the objectives of the study, the 

researcher used two instruments: a translation test consisted of 30-statements applied to the 

sample of study and a questionnaire applied to 30 experts from public and private 

universities. The results of the two instruments showed that students encountered 

difficulties in translating the prepositions of movement associated to lack of competence in 

students' language, in English and in Arabic which is the mother tongue. Also associated to 

their humble experience in translation, to their unfamiliarity of the movement prepositions 

and to their failure to translate these prepositions correctly into the nearest equivalent in 

Arabic. In addition to grammatical, syntactical and semantic difficulties. Results revealed 

that the use of the communicative translation is one of the most successful techniques in 

translation. Motivating students to practice translating prepositions of movement in lectures 

through continuing exercises is a procedure which scored the highest percentage in the 

experts' questionnaire. 

 

Key words: Competence, Communicative translation, Prepositions of 

movement, Translation 
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ة حروف الجر  س عشد ترجس ب البكالؾريؾ و طال ت التي تؾاج رعؾبا ة ال الستعمق
ة  رحىبالحرك ة الف ة العربي ة إلى المغ ة اإلنجميزي مؽ المغ  

 إعداد

ود ة لظفي دا  نادي

 إشراف

ة دمحم الحشاقظ  الدكتؾر 

ص  السمخ
ة ىذه تيدف ة الدراس ت لسعرف رعؾبا و التي ال ب تؾاج ة طال مع ة عشد الجا ة الجر حروف ترجس ة  الستعمق بالحرك

مؽ  وف  ىذه الحر ة  ة لترجس م مالء كثر  ت اال ة التقشيا ة لسعرف ءة الذكؾر ام االناث باالضاف كثر كفا ة اال معرف و
ة نغر الخبراء. ت وجي ة تكؾن ة عيش ص في االناث مؽ 30و الذكؾر مؽ 30 طالب 60 مؽ الدراس ر ة تخ  المغ

مسؽ ة  والترجس ة  ى درسؾا االنجميزي ة  في واحد مقرر االقل عم ر  تؼ الترجس ت ثالث مؽ ىؼ عذؾائيااختيا معا  جا
ة ص ن في خا ت وىي األرد معا و جا والذرق  االسراء  ة  وسط الزيتؾن رؾل وبيدف. األ ج عمى الح ة الشتائ  السظمؾب

ة اختبار اعداد تؼ ب ترجس ن  لمظال ة 30 مؽ مكؾ و وقد, جسم ة في تؼ تظبيق ة عمى البداي ة عيش  خارج عذؾائي
ة ة عيش و تؼ ثؼ الدراس ى تظبيق ة عم ة عيش مؽ الدراس ن اجراء تؼ ثؼ و ة في لمخبراء استبيا ة الترجس زل لسعرف  اف

ت زل التي التقشيا ميا يف ة عشد استخدا ت.الجر حروف ترجس ج أعير ة نتائ ن الدراس ة في أ مع ب الجا  طال
ص ر ة تخ ة المغ ن  اإلنجميزي ة يؾاجيؾ ت العديد والترجس رعؾبا ى مؽ ال ة حروف لد ة الجر ترجس  الستعمق

ة؛  ة ويعزى ذلػ الى بالحرك ة خبرة قم ب في الترجس ءة وجؾد وعدم الظال ة الكفا ة بالمغتيؽ المغؾي  العربي
ة ر في وفذميؼ, واالنجميزي ت اختيا ة السرادفا ض السالئس ت في القؾاعد  الجر حروف لبع رعؾبا زال عؽ ال ف

ة.والتر  ت المغؾي والدالال ب  ىي  اكي ة  ة بالحرك ة حروف الجر الستعمق ت في ترجس زل التقشيا ن اف ة ا وكذفت الدراس
ة ة الترجس صمي والتي  التؾا ة نغر الخبراء وجي و مؽ  يا  م ستخدا ة با صي الدراس صيكذلػ تؾ ة تؾ برفع  الدراس

ة  ت السدتسرة عمى الترجس والتدريبا مؽ القراءة  وذلػ بسزيد  ة  ب المغؾي ءة الظال فكفا  وربط الحروف بسؾاق
ة السحاضرة داخل وتظبيقيا ت تشغيؼ عمى لمعسل باالضاف ورا ة د ف الى تيدف تدريبي ب تعري  الجر بحروف الظال
ىسيتيا ب وا زل واالسالي ة االف  .لمترجس
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ت ة الكمسا ءة :االفتتاحي ة, الكفا ة الترجس صمي وف, التؾا ة الجر حر ة الستعمق ة, بالحرك .الترجس
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.0 Background of the Study 

   Generally speaking translation is a risky process in which a spoken or written text or 

message in one language is transferred into a spoken or written text or message in another 

language. This process needs knowledge in the source language and the target language to 

give the process a kind of reliability. 

   Recently many studies discussed the subject of translating prepositions. Translators 

always find the translation of prepositions a problematic issue to discuss and to account for 

solutions. Prepositions are small entities but have great importance; they are not just 

connectors but also have semantic power to understand the message in the sentences 

efficiently. Prepositions are important parts of speech and a problematic ones at the same 

time. Before commencing this research, it is worth defining prepositions.  

   According to Webster's new English dictionary a preposition is "a word or expression that 

combines with a noun or pronoun to form a phrase."(1976: p.395).That means a preposition 

is a part of speech that introduces a prepositional phrase. For example, in the sentence 

"Ahmad is sleeping in the bedroom", grammatically speaking 'in' is a preposition, 

introducing the prepositional phrase 'in the bedroom'. A preposition is defined According to 

Oxford Word Power Dictionary (2015), as a word or a phrase that is used before a noun or 

pronoun to show place, time, direction, etc. 
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   According to Wishon & Burks (1980: p.285)"Prepositions are connective words that 

show the relationship between the nouns following them and one of the basic sentence 

elements: subject, verb, object, or complement".  It can be seen from the above mentioned 

definitions that prepositions are of great importance to complete and enrich the construction 

of the sentence. 

    Few studies have investigated differences in using English prepositions. For instance 

Hansard (2012), divided the prepositions into two kinds according to their uses in 

sentences. Hansard explains that prepositions can be used for place or position and for 

direction. These two kinds can have either a positive or a negative impact. Prepositions of 

direction appear with verbs of motion while prepositions of place appear with verbs, 

describing states or conditions. 

    Huge numbers of Arab EFL (English Foreign Language) university students have many 

problems in translating prepositions correctly. This study aims at identifying the difficulties 

that face BA (Bachelor of Arts) students when translating prepositions of movement from 

English into standard Arabic. The study uses the qualitative approach. The first difficulty 

that faces BA students is that prepositions take place more often in English than they do in 

Arabic and thus some prepositions in English have equivalents in Arabic and others do not 

have. Some of the EFL students may use the literary translation method when translating 

prepositions that leads to making errors syntactically and semantically. 

   The second difficulty is that the performance of the BA English students differs 

according to the student’s gender. Many studies according to (Khalil 1989, Halima 2001, 

Stroka 2012 and AlYaari 2013) have tackled samples oriented to the two genders, samples 

addressed to males, and others to females. These studies will be addressed throughout this 
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study.The difficulties that Students face can be accompanied with the wrong method or 

technique the students follow during the process of translation. In another word the kind of 

translation is related to the skills of the translator according to Baker (1992), who believed 

that qualified translator should be conversant with some translation strategies while 

processing a translation mission. According to Newmark (1988) communicative translation 

is one of the most successful techniques that student can use in their translation because it 

concentrates on the message rendition to the target language readership in an acceptable 

and persuasive way which resembles Nida's functional equivalent technique. 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

   Prepositions sometimes can be difficult to recognize even for native speakers and also 

difficult to translate. This study is designed to investigate the difficulties that face BA 

students when translating prepositions of movement from English into standard Arabic. It is 

also an attempt to find who are more competent in translating these prepositions males or 

females. This study intends to find the appropriate techniques that students and experts can 

follow during the process of translating. The researcher used two instruments in this 

research in order to identify the difficulties that face students when translating the 

prepositions of movement. The first instrument is a translation test for BA students who at 

least finished a course in translation. The second one is a questionnaire for experts in the 

field of translation who are represented by university instructors. 
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1.2 Questions of the Study 

    In order to achieve the objectives of the study, this study attempts to answer the 

following questions: 

1- What are the difficulties that the BA students face when translating prepositions of 

movement from English into standard Arabic? 

2- Who are more competent in translating the prepositions of movement males or 

females? 

3- What are the right techniques that students can use when translating movement 

prepositions from the perspective of the experts? 

1.3  Objectives of the Study 

     This study aimed at: 

1- Identifying the difficulties that face BA students when translating prepositions of                                                                            

movement from English into standard Arabic. 

2- Exploring who have more competence in translating prepositions of movement 

males or females. 

3- Suggesting the right techniques that students can use when translating movement 

prepositions. 
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1.4  Significance of the Study 

     Many studies have been conducted in the field of translating prepositions but there are 

little about translating prepositions of movement. Many BA students are not familiar with 

the use of prepositions of movement in Arabic and English in spite of its great importance. 

In addition to the lack of students’ knowledge in standard Arabic which is the target 

language and in English which is the source language. The researcher believes that this 

study is going to be beneficial for those who are studying English and translation, for 

translators and for those who are interested in this field of knowledge. 

1.5  Definition of Terms 

Competence: (Theoretically) refers to the ability or skill that is needed for something. 

Oxford word power 2015. (Operationally), it means the ability to translate the prepositions 

of movement from English into Arabic. 

Communicative translation:"it attempts to render the exact contextual meaning of the 

original in such a way that both content and language are readily acceptable and 

comprehensible to the readership "( Newmark.1988.p47). 

Connective word: a word used to connect words, phrases, clauses and sentences as a 

conjunction. (Oxford, 2015). 

Prepositions: "Prepositions are connective words that show the relationship between the nouns 

following them and one of the basic sentence elements: subject, verb, object, or complement." 

(Wishon & Burks, 1980: p.285). 

Prepositions of movement: The prepositions used to show movement to or from a place. 

For example: to, through, across. We use to to show movement with the aim of a specific 

destination. For example: I moved to Germany in 1998.  We use through to show 
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movement from one side of an enclosed space to the other. For example: The train 

went through the tunnel. We use across to show movement from one side of a surface or 

line to another (Oxford, 2015). 

Prepositional phrase: Stageberg (1981, p. 169) states that prepositions are "words like of, in 

and to which are usually followed by a noun, noun phrase, personal pronoun, or noun 

substitute called the object of the preposition. The unit of preposition-plus-object of 

preposition is called a prepositional phrase." 

Semantic power: The "power semantic" is a term linguists and some social scientists use 

to indicate ways language can skillfully and powerfully carry distinctions of power."All 

texts have aspects of the expressive, the informative and the vocative function: the sentence 

'I love you' tells you something about the transmitter of the utterance, the depth of his/ her 

feelings and his/ her manner of expressing her/himself; it gives you a piece of straight 

information; and it illustrates the means he/she is using to produce a certain effect (action, 

emotion, reflection) upon his/her reader"(Newmark1988, p.21). 

Translation: (Theoretically) The process of rendering of the meaning of a word or text 

from one language into another language word or text (a written or spoken) Oxford (2015). 

(Operationally), it means difficulties that face BA students when translating prepositions 

of movement from English into standard Arabic. 
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1.6  Delimitations of The Study 

   This study was conducted in Amman/ Jordan during the second semester of the academic 

year 2016/2017. The Student Test which is one of the two instruments of the study was 

applied at three private universities, Al Esra'a University, Al Zaitounah University and The 

Middle East University. 

1.7Limitations of the Study 

    The findings of the study cannot be generalized to all BA students. They are limited to 

the sample of the study who are the second semester BA students of the academic year 

2016/2017 in The Middle East University, Al Esra'a University and Al Zaitounah 

University. The results of the study are restricted to the instruments used in the study, 

which are, a translation test for BA students and an experts’ questionnaire.  
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

2.0 Introduction 

    This chapter is a concise and brief overview of the related materials that discussed the 

translation of prepositions of movement. It consists of a theoretical framework proposed by 

different studies in this field in addition to the empirical studies related to the study in 

general and the translation of movement prepositions in particular. The theoretical studies 

will include the following: prepositions, types of prepositions, prepositions as part of 

prepositional phrases and as adverbs in phrasal verbs, difficulties in translating prepositions 

and translation methods and techniques.  

2.1 Theoretical Studies 

2.1.1 Prepositions  

    Prepositions are terms that precede noun phrases (in most, not all, languages in the 

world). This term has been defined by many scholars and dictionaries. 

  Wishon & Burks, (1980) explain that prepositions in English are connectors which join 

the nouns that follow them with other basic parts of the sentences: object, verb, subject, or 

complement. 

      A preposition according to Longman Dictionary (1995) is an item that is used before a 

noun, pronoun, or gerund to connect these words with others within the sentence, such as 

'of' in: a boat made of wood, and 'by' in: We open it by cutting the line. 
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     Brown (2003) points out that a preposition’s function "is to connect a noun or pronoun 

(called the object of the preposition) to another word in a sentence. It also shows how that 

noun or pronoun (its object) is related to the other word"(p. 570). He claims that a 

preposition cannot exist alone in the sentence; it should always be within a phrase which is 

called a prepositional phrase. He states that prepositions show relationships of, location, 

direction, time and other relationships. 

     According to Oxford Word Power Dictionary (2015), a preposition is a word or a phrase 

that is used before a noun or pronoun to show place, time, direction, etc. 

      Hattab (2012) describes prepositions as short words that connect certain parts to give 

particular implications. She demonstrates the significant role of prepositions in conveying 

the right spoken or written message between people. She clarifies that prepositions pose a 

problematic aspect of language difficulties in translation, in spite of the academic level of 

the learners for different semantic and lexical reasons. Such as having more than one use, 

or no one for one translation. Also the position of the preposition that plays essential role, 

some verbs are usually followed by prepositions before the object of the verb; these are 

called dependent prepositions and they are followed by a noun or a gerund ('ing' form 

which affect the meaning. 
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2.1.2   Types of Prepositions 

    There are many types of prepositions. According to Alexander (1988) and Yule (1998)     

prepositions indicate a relationship between one word and another word in English and 

most other languages. Prepositions are divided basically into three main types according to 

their function: prepositions of place, those of time, and those for other uses (not of place 

and time). But the same preposition can sometimes be used in different ways, e.g. 

- Your lunch is on the table. (Place) 

- I saw Bob on Monday. (Time) 

- Do you have any books on Latin America? (Other) 

2.1.2.1Prepositions of Place 

    They are prepositions which are used to indicate the place where a thing is located. 

Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartivik (1985) explained that we have many prepositions of 

place but basically we have three to indicate. The first on is at; it is used to locate a point at 

a certain place. For example: The shop is at the end of the street. You can pay at the 

exit/entrance of the parking. She is waiting for me at the corner of the street. But we have 

some exceptions which do not follow this rule. For example: at home/ at work/at college/at 

the office/at school/at the side. 

    The second one is in, it is used for spaces. For examples: in Egypt/ in London/in the 

living room/ in the market/in the bag/ in the building. But we have some exceptions which 

do not follow this rule. For example: in the book/in newspaper/in magazine/ in the sky. 

     The third one is on, it is used for surfaces. For example: on the roof/ on the sofa/ on the 

bike/on the cover/ on the page. But there are some exceptions which do not follow this rule. 

For example: on the bus/on the train/on the radio/on the laptop/ on the right/on the way. 
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2.1.2.2Prepositions of Time 

      They are prepositions which are used to indicate time relationship between nouns. 

According to Greenbaum (1997), we have many prepositions of time but basically we have 

three to illustrate. The first one is at; it is used for precise time. For example: at nine 

o’clock/ at 4:30pm/ at the moment/at the same time/at the present time/at sunrises/at 

sunset/at noon. 

At night is an exception to this rule. 

   The second one is in; it is used for periods of time such as months, years, decades, and for 

a long time. For example: in April/ in 2002/ in the 70’s/ in this century. But there are 

exceptions to this rule; for example: in the morning/in the afternoon/in the evening.  

The third one is on; it is used for days. For example: on Sunday/ on June (the) first/ on the 

following day. 

2.1.2.3Prepositions of Movement 

   There are many prepositions which have different functions and used for different 

purposes. But the researcher is interested in this study in the prepositions of movement; 

they are prepositions which are used to show movement to or from a place. Quirk, 

Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartivik (1985) indicate that we have many prepositions of 

movement but basically we have ten prepositions of movement to highlight in this study. 

   The first one is to which is used when you have a specific destination in your mind. The 

destination can be a number of things like: 

A place, for example: I am going to the university. 

An event, for example: Are you going to the party? 

A person, for example: I am going to your father to talk about you. 
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A position, for example: The bookshop is to your left. 

    (See Appendix A: Figures 

illustrating the uses of movement prepositions, p.78)  

   The second one is towards which is basically used to indicate a direction rather than a 

destination. For example: The child was running towards his mum. 

 

     The third one is through which is basically used to show the movement across 

something. 

The ship sailed through the channel./ The car went through the tunnel. 
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    The fourth one is across which is used to show the movement from one end to the other 

end.  

Kareem walked across the road./ Samira swam across the river. 

 

 

     The fifth one is in which is used to show something’s position in relation to place 

surrounding it. For example: I am going to have a picnic in the park. It can also be used as 

prepositions of movement; it is used to show the purpose of the movement. For example: 

Let's have dinner in my place. 

 

     The sixth one is into which shows the movement from outside to inside, It comes with 

some movement verbs. For example: I got into the classroom./ I jumped into the swimming 

pool. 
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       The seventh one is on which is used to show something’s position in relation to a 

surface. For example: There was a box on the table./The rain is falling on the roof 

 

 

     The eighth which is onto, is usually used to show movement towards a two-dimensional 

surface. For example: 

Let’s get back onto the path. 

He stepped onto the platform. 

 

 

    The ninth which is over is used to show the position of something when it is above 

something else. 

The bag is over the desk in the bedroom./ The cat jumped over the wall. 
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       The tenth one is along, which is used to show the movement across the line. For 

example: We were walking along the river. 

 He drove the car along the road carefully. 

 

2.1.3 Prepositions as Part of Prepositional Phrases and Phrasal Verbs. 

       Generally, in linguistic theories, prepositions have been treated as a single category and 

since Jackendoff (1973), it has been acknowledged that they belong to one of the four 

major lexical categories, beside nouns, verbs, and adjectives. But, it is a controversial issue. 

First, as a lexical category; it is problematic. All of the other three major lexical categories 

(Nouns, verbs, and adjectives) are willingly able to add new members and are called open-

class categories, and therefore are characterized by a high rate of membership. Prepositions, 

called a close-class category and they are characterized by a limited and small membership. 

Sometimes it is difficult for students to differentiate between prepositions and particles. 

     Jackendoff explains it this way: "By treating particles as a type of preposition, we can 

claim that particles are related to the corresponding prepositions in much the same way that 

intransitive verbs such as eat, drink and smoke are related to their transitive counterparts" 

(1973: 346).  

        Moreover, prepositions, particles and adverbs that share a phonological form also 

share core meanings; according to this argument, the word up has the same central meaning 

whether it is used as a preposition, particle or an adverb (Humam, 2007: 4) 
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    A phrasal verb is a verb combined with a preposition or an adverb to give a new 

meaning, such as "look after" or "put somebody off".(Oxford 2015) 

     A verb and a preposition combination are called a phrasal verb. The word which is 

combined to the verb is then named a particle (Dehé, Jackendoff, McIntyre and Urban 

2002) then it is really hard to differentiate between particles and prepositions. Prepositions 

occur before noun phrases; semantically they are relational, often indicating spatial or 

temporal relations, whether literal (on it, before then) or figurative (on time, beside her). 

But they often indicate other relations. Moreover, a particle is a word that looks like a 

preposition or an adverb, and is utilized as a part of combination with a verb. 

          At the point when a verb and a particle act as a solitary syntactic or potentially 

semantic unit, we call the combination a phrasal verb. Phrasal verbs act as a semantic unit; 

in this manner they usually have a meaning that is unpredictable from the different 

meanings of the verb and the particle autonomously. Accordingly turn down means 

something like 'reject', find out is 'discover', and go on is 'continue'. According to Gass 

(1983) prepositional usage in English can be exceptionally idiomatic (particularly in 

preposition verbs and phrasal verbs), the subtleties of colloquial use of English prepositions 

are exceedingly challenging to EFL students and even native speakers are sometimes 

uncertain of the right form. 

2.1.4 Difficulties in Translating Prepositions 

      Prepositions can be difficult to recognize even for the native speakers. Therefore, 

second language learners consider prepositions as a problematic issue. Generally speaking 

English prepositions have all the time been a cause of vast difficulty for second language 

learners in spite of their mother tongue (Celce-Murcia & Freeman 1983). Generally 
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learners have a tendency to relate the prepositions in English to the prepositions in their 

mother tongue. The basic reason is that there is a variation in number of prepositions and a 

lack of one to one mapping between the languages. Also, in English phrasal verbs and 

prepositional verbs are highly idiomatic, which makes it difficult for learners to distinguish 

between them. 

     Gethin, (1983) and Lagocki (1990) believe that learners have difficulty in handling with 

English prepositions because interference of L1. Prepositions are of little difficulty for 

native speakers, but for a foreign/second language learner they are problematic and 

perplexing. For instance, we say, we are at the office; or we visit a friend who is in the 

office. We lie on the couch but in bed. We watch a show on television but at the theatre. All 

these examples representing that prepositions have strong collocational relations with other 

elements of language, which causes problems for the learners. 

       Some researchers such as Hajjaj & Kharma (1997) describe prepositions errors as a 

never-ending problem for Arab learner. Several studies such as (Burt & Dulay 1972; Boers 

and Demecheleer (1998) argue that because prepositions have literal meanings as well as 

figurative one , they are difficult for learners. 

     According to Celce-Murcia (2001), English language learners have three kinds of 

problems with prepositions: a) using the incorrect prepositions, b) ignoring or omitting 

preposition where it is needed and c)using an additional preposition where it is not needed. 

     These problems relate to many reasons that include 1)intralingual transfer, 2)interlingual 

transfer, 3)avoidance, 4)guessing , 5)context of learning. The first one is intralingual 

transfer which refers to errors that take place during a limited learning of the target 

language according to (Brown, 1987). 
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     Also intralingual refers to the ignorance of the rules limits which according to Richards 

and Sampson (1974) means applying rules to contexts to which they do not apply. 

     The second reason is interlingual transfer which refers to an interference of the mother 

tongue to the target language. The third problem is context of learning; these errors refer to 

weak presentation of prepositions in texts, and sometimes do not mention them at all. 

Brown pointed out that some textbook writers focus on some features of the language and 

abandon others according to their belief or experiences. (Brown, 1987). 

   The fourth reason is guessing, which means that students try to guess the right meaning of 

the preposition when they do not know or have a doubt about its meaning 

(Herskovits,1998). The fifth reason is avoidance; some of the students avoid translating the 

prepositions words as if they are not there, because they find them difficult to translate. 

Scott & Tucker (1974) and Hamdallah (1988) clarify that it takes a long time for the learner 

of English as a second / foreign language to acquire prepositions .The use of prepositions in 

context varies deeply from one language to another, which habitually causes negative 

syntactic transfer. The same prepositions can carry different meanings in various languages, 

for instance a native speaker of Spanish would have difficulties translating the prepositions 

for into English since it can be expressed in English by the prepositions for, through, by, 

and during. 

    Blom (2006) demonstrates that learners having problems in using prepositions in their 

writing because of relating the use of English prepositions to their mother tongue 

prepositional system. 
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      Koffi (2010) shows that prepositions have multiple meanings which is a semantic 

characteristic. According to him, the majority of prepositions in English have a variety of 

meaning depending on the context. 

      Alayesh (2012) clarifies that some English prepositions are more difficult than other 

prepositions and they are the most difficult aspects of English for students throughout 

learning. He also noticed that the level of the difficulty is not always the same, but students 

may face much more difficulties in using some prepositions than others. Another issue is 

that prepositions in English generally have more than one meaning. 

      Al Yaari (2013) in his study finds out that the Saudi EFL students encountered 

difficulties when translating the prepositions from English into Arabic such as being 

incapable to give the right equivalent and unfamiliarity with the prepositions. The study 

also shows that the female's performance in translation is better than males. 

2.1.5 Translation methods and techniques 

Translating confronts a condition that there is no single standard technique which 

can suit all the ever-changing issues and problems in varying interpretation conditions. 

Thus, the translating process as indicated by researchers resembles the process of human 

life, which requires following and cross referencing a few standards to make means for 

living. 

       Ellis (1965) considers training an important issue to produce a positive transfer or a 

negative one. Expanding practice builds positive exchange, and with little practice, negative 

exchange happens. 
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     According to Nida (1964), old terms for instance, literal, free and faithful translation 

were taken away in favor of two essential sorts of equivalence: 1) Standard equivalence 

which resembles semantic translation of Newmark and 2) dynamic equivalence which 

resembles the communicative translation . Nida explains that there are two types of 

equivalence to be applied to the prepositions which are standard equivalence which centers 

consideration around the similitude of form between the SL text and the TL text as well as 

on the content while dynamic equivalence is based on the equality of reaction. 

     According to Greenbaum, Leech, Quirk & Svartivik (1985), to lexicalize an idea, is "in 

lay terms, we now have a word for it." (p:1526). That is to say, to lexicalize a SL 

preposition is to have a lexical item, a satisfied word, as an 'equivalent' or all the more 

precisely as a 'correspondent' in the TL.  If Lexicalization is obligatory or optional, it 

transfers the meaning of an expression in a clear way. As-Safi (2012) explained that by 

employing the lexicalization strategy, English prepositions rather than being replaced 

literally by Arabic equivalent prepositions, they are lexicalized. This approach is hoped to 

have dynamically and inventive communicative translation.  

     Newmark(1988) comments on the difference between translation methods and 

translation procedures. He explains that, translation methods deal with the whole texts, 

while translation procedures are used for smaller parts of language and sentences. He 

verified the following methods of translation: 

 

Word-for-word translation: This is often demonstrated as interlinear translation 

.The SL word order is preserved and the words translated singly by their most 

common meanings, out of context. 
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Literal translation: in which the SL grammatical constructions are converted to 

their nearest TL equivalents, but the lexical words are again translated singly, out 

of context. 

Faithful translation: it attempts to produce the precise contextual meaning of 

the original within the constraints of the TL grammatical structures. 

Semantic translation: it differs from 'faithful translation' only in as far as it must 

take more account of the aesthetic value of the SL text. 

Adaptation: This is the freest form of translation, and is used mainly for plays 

(comedies) and poetry; the themes, characters, plots are usually preserved, the 

SL culture is converted to the TL culture and the text is rewritten. 

Free translation: it produces the matter without the manner, or the content 

without the form of the original. Usually it is a paraphrase much longer than the 

original, a so-called 'intralingual translation', often prolix and pretentious, and 

not translation at all. Idiomatic translation: it reproduces the 'message' of the 

original but tends to distort nuances of meaning by preferring colloquialisms and 

idioms where these do not exist in the original. 

Communicative translation: it attempts to render the exact contextual meaning 

of the original in such a way that both content and language are readily 

acceptable and comprehensible to the readership (p: 45-47). 

 

Paraphrasing technique: it is defined according to Trupe (2005) as a way of conveying 

someone else’s idea in another way by using your personal words and structures. When an 
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idea is paraphrased, it must be a reiteration of the original one; in the meantime, it must be 

different not only in terminology but in its syntactic structure as well.   

     As shown in the theoretical studies, it is obvious that students encounter different 

difficulties during the process of translation due to their knowledge, experience, different 

backgrounds and the competence in languages. Also translators used different strategies 

and methods according to the different types of texts and different knowledge of the 

translators themselves.     

2.2 Empirical Studies 

    There are a large number of studies which deal with translation in general but a few 

about translating prepositions. 

     Khalil (1989) explored the difficulties related to prepositions and prepositional phrases 

that Arab translators encounter when translating from Arabic into English or vice versa. 

The sample of the study was an amount of texts and works in Arabic and English translated 

by 15 graduate students in translation at Yarmouk University and professional translators. 

     The finding of the study showed that the examined students and translators were 

incapable to give the right meanings for the prepositions. They made several errors; 

sometimes they did not use the right prepositions and other sometimes deleted them.  

     Halima (2001) conducted a study that analyzed matched writing samples of 100 native 

Arabic speakers' writing on WST (Writing for Science and Technology) topics in English 

and Arabic.The aim of this study was to explore the writing errors of the students’ writing 

in Arabic and English for Science and Technology. The original valuation of acceptable 

WST is carried out by three English speaking and two Arabic speaking WST teachers using 

ten measurements. The findings show that though students have studied English as a 
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foreign language for eight years, and they are honestly good at punctuation, capitalization, 

and spelling, but they still have major difficulties in syntax. His study shows that the class 

level proficiency has an obvious influence on the performance of students. A significant 

proportion of the total errors were the errors of prepositions which harmonized with Arab 

studies who have found MTI and proportion of preposition errors are significant.  

    Halima related Arab learners’ difficulties to the fact that learners transfer linguistic errors 

of Arabic speech to their English writing and vice versa.  

    Golvar (2009) examined in his research the relationship connection between the type of 

the two gender of the translator and the gender of the evaluator of the translation of that 

translator. He tested a sample which consisted of 60 participants, 30 males and 30 females 

to achieve good results. The test comprised 20 questions about a chapter in a short story 

with three multiple choices answers. One related to a female translation and one of a male 

translation and the third one was a wrong translation .The examined participants were 

requested to choose the appropriate translation that matches with their own translation if 

they were the translators.The results of the study revealed that there were no differences 

between the two genders' translation and attributed that to the easiness of the text used in 

the translation text. 

    Temime (2010) examined the transfer of prepositions from standard Arabic into English 

by Algerian learners. To achieve the goals of the study the researcher asked a sample of 30 

third year students from English Department at Mentouri University to answer a test on 

prepositions. Findings showed that Algerian learners transfer positively from Standard 

Arabic and French more than Algerian Arabic and transfer positively when there are 
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similarities between English and Standard Arabic, Algerian Arabic or French and 

negatively when there are differences. 

Stroka (2012) investigated the difficulties that (EFL) students face when they deal with 

English prepositions. The sample of his study consisted of 50 EFL Teachers from Kosovo, 

Albania and Greece. The researcher objective was to know if the teacher used prepositions 

in the classes and taught them or not. Stroka used a questionnaire including closed and 

open-ended questions to collect data. The results showed that prepositions were ignored 

which related to the commitments of teachers to the curriculum textbook or for ignoring the 

prepositions totally in the classes. The researcher related this to the lack of knowledge 

about prepositions which they found as a very problematic aspect of language. The 

researcher recommended further explanation and practice on the prepositions.   

    Al Yaari (2013) conducted a study  to identify the difficulties that Saudi EFL students 

may encounter when translating the English prepositions at, in and on into Arabic. Also the 

researcher attempted to find out who have more competence in translating these 

prepositions males or females. The sample consisted of Fifty (50) Saudi EFL students (25 

males, 25 females).The findings showed that Saudi students face problems when translating 

simple prepositions from English into Arabic correlated to use and usage of these 

prepositions. There was a noticeable difference in the performance of the two genders 

where males scored lower marks than females. These findings support the position that 

developed skills and abilities tangled in translation seem to be more powerfully motivated 

in the English-Arabic tasks in women when compared to men. 

     Dweik & Suleiman (2013) explored the problems that Jordanian graduate students 

encounter when translating English culturally–bound expressions. Sixty M.A graduate 
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students in three Jordanian universities were the sample of study. A translation test was 

given which comprised 20 statements of culture-bound expressions based on Newmark’s 

classification of cultural terms for example, collocations, idioms and proverbs. The 

researchers also used interviews with experts in translation to have extra facts about 

problems, reasons and answers. The study discovered several kinds of translation problems 

such as: inability to give the right equivalence in the second language, and lack of 

knowledge of translation techniques and strategies and unfamiliarity with cultural 

expressions. 

    Almaloul (2014) explored the mistakes committed by Libyan university students when 

they use English prepositions. The researcher examined 100 first year students from the 

English department Azzawia University using a test of English prepositions. 

Prepositions in the were characterized into four classifications: similar Arabic and English 

prepositions, dissimilar Arabic and English prepositions, Arabic prepositions with no 

English equals, and English prepositions with no Arabic equals. The results of the study 

discovered that "English prepositions with no Arabic counterparts" classifications were the 

most category that students made mistakes in. That is related to the lack of knowledge 

about the various meanings for English prepositions. 

    Erarslan and Hol (2014) analyzed the interference that happens from (L1) to (L2) 

regarding vocabulary, utilization of prepositions and the utilization of present tense. The 

case included 323 subjects who were selected in a standard college in Turkey. The 

examiners were requested to translate 20 vocabulary items, which included compound 

words, collocations and phrasal verbs, 10 sentences that involved simple present and 10 

phrases involved prepositions. They found that the lowest degree of (L1) interference was 
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in the utilization of the simple present tense and the highest degree of (L1) interference 

happened in the utilization of prepositions followed by vocabulary. The students rendered 

some of L1 structures to create proper and worthy equivalents in L2. In addition they 

additionally utilized some L1 structures without changing and inserted them into L2 which 

leads to inappropriate responses. 

    Akhtar, Rizwan and Sohail (2017) investigated the kind of the problems and troubles in 

writing skills of the graduate ESL learners. The researchers used a sample consist of (250) 

male and female students from sciences and arts colleges. They used two forms of tests to 

collect their data; the first test asked the subjects to fill blanks with prepositions in 

idiomatic and prepositional phrases. The second test was a composition test about 

terrorism; it was a controlled discussion question that was to be answered in an essay form 

with 250-300 words approximately. The results revealed that students had different 

grammatical and semantic problems in using prepositions related to the interference of their 

L1 and lack of linguistic competence. 
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Chapter Three 

Methods and Procedures 

 
3.0Introduction 

 
This chapter presents the methodology that was followed in this study. It provides the 

population and the sample of the study and describes the instruments and their validity and 

reliability. It also discusses the way the test was implemented and the data is analyzed. At 

the end it presents the steps that were used throughout the study.  

3.1. Population and Sample of the Study 

    The population of the current study consisted of all BA students majoring in English 

language and translation who are enrolled at private universities in Jordan. The researcher 

selected from this population a random sample of 60 BA students (30 males and 30 

females) majoring in English language and translations in the second semester of the 

academic year (2016-2017) who had finished at least one course in translation, 20 student 

from the Middle East University, 20 from Al Esra'a University and 20 from Al Zaitounah 

University. The selected students were given a test in translation which included the 

prepositions of movement. 

     The demographic background information about the students included social data such 

as gender, age, place of study and the number of the participants. Table 1 below shows the 

demographic characteristics of the participants: 
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Table1. Demographic Characteristics of the Study Sample 
Gender No 

Female 30 

Male 30 

Age No 

20-23 years 60 

Place of the study No 

Middle East University  20 

Al-Zaytouna University 20 

Al-Esra'a University 20 

Total number of students 60 

 

3.2. Instruments of the Study 

      To achieve the purpose of the study, the researcher used the following two instruments: 

3.2.1. Translation Test 

      The researcher designed a translation test for BA students to find out what kinds of 

difficulties the sample was going to face during the translation process and who more 

competent males or females. After establishing the test's validity and reliability, the test was 

given to the selected sample. The test consists of 30 statements which were suitable for 

different student's levels. (See Appendix B, p79-82 The Translation Test). 

     The main focus of this test is the translation of the prepositions of movement besides the 

correct contextual meaning required to be achieved. To evaluate the level of translation the 
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researcher planned to use the following measurements: The first one is correct translation; 

this is when the translation of the prepositions of movement and the contextual meaning of 

the statement is correct. The second one is acceptable translation; this is when the 

translation is carried out by using the paraphrasing techniques. The third one is wrong 

translation; this is when the translation of the prepositions of movement and the contextual 

meaning of the statement is incorrect. The fourth one is no translation; this is when the 

examined student skipped the translation of the statement. The researcher used model 

translation to correct the translation test which was provided by an expert in the field of 

linguistics and translation. (See Appendix C, p83-84 for: The Model Answer for the 

Translation Test). 

3.2.2 Experts Questionnaire. 

     The researcher designed a questionnaire for experts in translation (University 

Professors). The questionnaire consisted of 10 items and was distributed to 30 participants. 

The researcher adopted a five-term Likert scale format to conclude the experts' responses. 

They were strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree. The researcher 

used this instrument to collect qualitative data about the right techniques that students and 

experts can adopt to help students during the process of translating prepositions of 

movement from English into standard Arabic.(See Appendix D, p85-86 for: The Experts' 

Questionnaire Items) 
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3.3Validity and Reliability of the Instruments 

     To guarantee the validity of the instruments, they were given to a group of experts in 

translation (university instructors). (See Appendix E, p87 for: The validation committee) 

The experts were asked to comment on the test and the questionnaire. For this reason, a 

pre-test was carried out to meet such requirements of the validity of the test. The experts 

were chosen according to their experiences in the field of teaching English language and 

translation. The professors gave the researcher valuable suggestions and recommendations 

which have been seriously taken into consideration. (See Appendix F, p88 for: The 

Validation Letter) 

      To achieve a high degree of reliability of the test, the researcher used the test-retest 

technique for students who did not participate in the test but have the same characteristics 

of the participating sample to participate in test-retest. Two weeks later the test was carried 

out again to the same participants to check if the responses were stable or not. The results 

were compared and the test achieved stability. The same procedure was carried out for the 

expert's questionnaire and the questionnaire also achieved stability. 
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3.3.1. Validity and Reliability of the Translation Test  

3.3.1.1 Validity constructs indices: 

     The correlation between each item and total degree for the translation test was calculated 

as next table shows (Table2). 

Table 2 shows that correlation values rounded between 0.41 and 0.69, which indicates a 

good construct validity for this test. 

Table2. Pearson Correlation between Each Item and Total Degree for the Translation 

Test 

Item No Pearson correlation with total degree. 

1 0.39 

2 0.41 

3 0.44 

4 0.62 

5 0.59 

6 0.61 

7 0.51 

8 0.69 

9 0.66 

10 0.52 

11 0.46 

12 0.43 

13 0.38 

14 0.49 

15 0.51 

16 0.52 

17 0.56 

18 0.47 

19 0.42 

20 0.51 

21 0.62 

22 0.57 

23 0.52 

24 0.43 

25 0.62 

26 0.69 

27 0.44 

28 0.63 

29 0.52 

30 0.46 

3.3.1.2 Reliability 

     The reliability for the  test  was assured through (test-retest) by applying the test on a 

sample consisting of 25 student outside study sample and after 2 weeks test was applied 

again, and the Pearson product correlation was found to be 0.79. The Cronbach alpha was 
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calculated for internal consistency at 0.88. All these values are considered acceptable for 

this study. 

3.3.2 Validity and Reliability of the Expert's Questionnaire  

3.3.2.1 Validity constructs indices: 

     The correlation between item and total degree was calculated as table (3) shows. 

Table 3 shows that correlation values rounded between 0.44 and 0.71, which are considered 

acceptable for this study purposes. 

Table3. Pearson Product Correlation between Each Item and Total Degree for the 

Experts' Questionnaire 

Item No Pearson correlation with total degree. 

1 0.45 

2 0.62 

3 0.71 

4 0.44 

5 0.63 

6 0.52 

7 0.51 

8 0.69 

9 0.66 

10 0.52 

  

3.3.2.2 Reliability 

The reliability for the tool of the right techniques students can use when translating 

movement prepositions from expert perspective  was assured through (test-retest) by 

applying the test on a sample consisting of 15 participant outside study sample and after 2 

weeks the test was applied again, and the Pearson product correlation was found at 0.81. 

The Cronbach alpha for internal consistency was found at 0.91. All these values are 

considered acceptable for this study. 
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3.4. Procedures of the study 

    The researcher followed the following procedures in order to conduct her research: 

1- Reviewing the theoretical literature and empirical studies related to the study. 

2- Developing two instruments: Translation test and experts' questionnaire and 

submitted them to experts to establish their validity.  

3- Considering the University Jury's comments and fulfilled them. 

4- Identifying the population and sample of the study. 

5- Presenting the designed instruments to a group of experts to comment on their 

validity and reliability. 

6- Obtaining a permission letter from the Middle East University to facilitate the 

researcher's mission. (See Appendix G p89-94 for : The MEU Permission Letter) 

7- Performing the test and distributing the questionnaire. 

8- Analyzing and interpreting data and reporting the results.  

9- Presenting the results of the test. 

10- Discussing the findings by referring to the studies mentioned in literature reviews. 

11- Drawing conclusion, providing recommendation and suggestions for further studies. 

12- All references were listed according to APA style.  

13- Attaching the needed appendices 
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3.5. Data Collection 

    The researcher collected data using different references such as printed books and studies 

from various libraries, dictionaries and studies on the internet websites and data collected 

from the student's test and the expert's questionnaire. The data that were collected from 

instrument of the study (The student's test and the expert's questionnaire) were presented in 

tables followed by comments on each one. The translation of the statements of the test were 

analyzed and classified. Also, percentages and frequencies of the responses were 

calculated. The qualitative data were described and analyzed. 
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Chapter Four 

Results of the Study 
 

4.0. Introduction 

   This chapter presents and explains the findings for the three questions that are raised in 

this study. The questions are: 

1- What are the difficulties that face the BA students when translating prepositions of 

movement from English into standard Arabic?  

2- Who are more competent in translating the prepositions of movement males or 

females?  

3- What are the right techniques that students can use when translating movement 

prepositions from the perspective of the experts? 

4.1. Results of Question One 

    The finding of the first question which states: What are the difficulties that face the BA 

students when translating prepositions of movement from English into standard Arabic? 

   To answer this question a translation test was corrected and table 4 shows student's 

translating test results while table 5 shows later the problems that faced student during the 

test. 
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4.1.1 Students Performance in the Test  

    Results of students' performance in the test are presented first in Table 4 below. Answers 

are presented in four categories: correct answer, acceptable answer, wrong answer and no 

answer. It can be seen from the results that is shown in table 4, the highest percentage is 

(44%) for correct answers, 24% was introduced by females and 20% was introduced by 

males specially in statement No 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21, 23, 27.28, and 29.There is 

little variation in the number of correct answers between males and females with the 

predominance of females' correct answers. 

       The percentage of wrong answers was 18%. Point zero eight 0.08% of the wrong 

answers were given by females and (0.1%) for males especially in statement No1, 15, 16, 

17, 18 and 19.  

         Again there is a slight variation in the number of wrong answers between males and 

females with the predominance of males' wrong answers. 
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Statement (1)    

1. On the way we came across an old beggar. 

Suggested model answer:      ًاٌسٓ فًا وجٍش ِزسٛال صبدفٕب اٌطشٌك ف (See Appendix C p83-84 for: 

Model Translation) 

F  ʔaltar q s  dafan  motasawwelan kab ran fi ʔalsseni. (See Appendix H p95 for: A Guide 

to Arabic Transliteration). 

     As shown in table 4, only 7 students (11.67%) provided the correct translation 6 females 

(10%) and 1 male (1.67%). Meanwhile, 19 of the respondents (31.67%), eleven females 

(18.33%) and 8 males (13.33%) provided an acceptable translation, they provided 

acceptable equivalent which is  mararn  be) ة ِشسٔب  . Twenty five of the respondents 

(41.67%), nine females (15%) and 16 males (26.67%) provided wrong translation for this 

statement. This can be related to lack of knowledge and misusage of the preposition (on) 

and (across) in the statements. Some of the students translated on as (ʕal   ػٍى, while they 

should have translated it as  f  ًف  , they used the literal translation of the preposition on. 

Meanwhile others mistranslated the preposition across as    khel l  خالي, while they should 

have translated it taking into consideration across as a part of the verbal phrase came 

across which means  s  dafan ) صبدفٕبin Arabic. This can be a result of unfamiliarity with 

the use of the prepositions when they are implemented in a phrase; they become idiomatic. 

In addition to the misuse of the dictionaries; Students often choose the first meaning 

without taking in consideration the context of the text. Nine Students (15%) 4 Females 

(6.67%) and 5 males (8.33%) did not provide any translation; this related to lack of 

knowledge in both languages the English and the Arabic Language. 
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Statement (2) 

We can get onto the bus here. 

Suggested model answer:  . ٌىا الحافلة إلى الصعود ٌمكىىا  

 umkenun  ʔals uʕ d ʔela ʔal h  felati hun . 

    As shown in table 4, only one male (1.67%) student provided correct answer. Meanwhile 

36 students (60%) 19 Females (31.67%) and 17 males (28.33%  translated it to 

 yomkenon  ʔalrok b f  ʔlh  felati hon    ٌّىٕٕب اٌشوٛة فً اٌذبفٍخ ٕ٘ب ; they provided acceptable 

translation. Fourteen Of the respondents (23.33%) ; five females(8.33%) and 9 males(15%) 

provided wrong translation for this statement. They translated the preposition onto correctly 

but they faced difficulty in other words in the sentence such as  get; Some of the students 

translated get as  (ʔalh os  l ʕal     اٌذصٛي ػٍى ,while they should translated it to (ʔals oʕ du 

ʔel     اٌصؼٛد اٌى, they used literal translation of the words. This can be related to the lack of 

knowledge and wrong word meanings. Meanwhile, 9 of the respondents (15%); six females 

(10%) and 3 males (5%) did not provide any translation; this is related to lack of 

knowledge in both languages English and Arabic. 
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Statement (3) 

I followed Mr. Jackson along the corridor.  

Suggested model answer: .اٌّّش غٛيى ػٍ جبوسْٛ اٌسٍذ ربثؼذ  

  batu ʔalsayyed j ksun ʕal  t  l ʔal mamar. 

      This statement was translated correctly by 43 students (71.67%),  twenty five females 

(41.67%) and 18 males (30%). Meanwhile 15 respondents (25%) ; five females (8.33%) 

and 10 males (16.67%) provided acceptable translation such as(ʔan  lah eqtu bessayyed 

j kson t ew la ʔal mamar) ٌذمذ ثبٌسٍذ جبوسْٛ غٛاي اٌّّش أٔب  , which is equivalent to I followed 

Mr. Jackson all over the corridor. There is no need to translate I to (ʔan    أٔب and only use 

 lah eqtu  ٌذمذ because the subject I is attached to the verb ٌذمذ   as the letter د )’ ) in Arabic 

and that is because of students' injection of the rules and structures of English into their 

translations into Arabic language  which is considered as a grammatical error. Only one 

male respondent provide wrong translation and that is  an  mashaito wara'ʔa ʔassayyed 

jakson ʕal  ʔalmamar ʔal t aw l ٚساء اٌسٍذ جبوسْٛ ػٍى اٌّّش اٌطًٌٛ ِشٍذ أٔب . The student also 

used wrong equivalent for the preposition along  which is (ʔalt aw l   ًٌٛاٌط which is 

equivalent to the long in English and he used (mashaito war ʔa) ٚساء ِشٍذ  instead of 

 t baʕto)ربثؼذ, which means he used wrong word  for the word  follow. Only one male 

(1.67%) respondent did not provide any translation. 
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Statement (4) 

I am going to the university 

Suggested model answer:  اٌجبِؼخ را٘ت إٌى أٔب  

ʔan    hebun ʔela ʔal j me ʕati. 

    As shown in table 4, fifty two students (86.67%), twenty six females (43.33%) and 26 

males (43.33%) provided correct translation. This statement scored the highest percentage 

in correct answers. Only 2 male students (3.33%) provide acceptable translation such as 

(ʔan    hebʔel    ʔalkolleyyah)  اٌىٍٍخأٔب را٘ت اٌى , they rendered the word university to 

(ʔalkolleyyah) اٌىٍٍخ   which is equivalent to college in English instead of (ʔalj meʕati) 

 which is an acceptable equivalent used by universities' students. Five Studentsاٌجبِؼخ

(8.33%), four females(6.67%) and a male(1.67%) provided wrong translation; they made 

grammatical mistakes using different verb tense such as (ʔan  sawfa ʔaðhabu)  أبسٛفبر٘ت  

which is equivalent to (I am going to go ), or (ʔan   ahabtu )أب ر٘جذ which is equivalent to 

(I went). All students provided correct translation for the preposition to. Only a male 

student (1.67%) did not provide any translation. 
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Statement (5) 

The bathroom is to your left. 

Suggested model answer: ٌسبسن   ػٍى اٌذّبَ  

ʔal h mm mu ʔal  yas reka. 

      This statement was translated correctly by 46 students (76.67%); twenty three females 

(38.33%) and 23 males (38.33%). On the other hand 9 students (15%); five females 

(8.33%) and 4 males (6.67%) provided acceptable translation such as (ʔel    yas rak   اٌى

 They used the literal translation for the preposition to which is acceptable in this . ٌسبسن

situation.  ome students translated  yas rak  ٌسبسن as  shem lak  شّبٌه; they used a 

different word choice in Arabic. Three Students (5%) , a female (1.67%) and 2 males 

(3.33%  provided wrong translation such as  f  yas rak   ًٌسبسن  ف or  f  jehati ʔalshem l   ًف

 which is wrong because (ʔalshem l  means north in  nglish not left.  his is جٙخ اٌشّبي

related to the students' insufficient of knowledge in Arabic language. Two Students 

(3.33%), a female (1.67%) and a male student (1.67%) did not provide any translation. 

Statement (6) 

The ship sailed through the channel. 

Suggested model answer: ػجشاٌمٕبح     اٌسفٍٕخ اثذشد  

ʔabh arat  ʔalssaf natu ʔabra ʔalqan ti. 

      As in table 4, forty two students (70%), twenty two females (36.67%) and 20 males 

(33.33%) provided correct answer. Meanwhile 10 students (16.67%), five females (8.33%) 
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and 5 males (8.33%  provided acceptable translation which is  min   khel l) خالي ِٓ instead 

of (ʕbra) ػجش. Through has many Arabic equivalents such as (ʕbra) ػجش    khel l  خالي (min) 

ِٓ  bew set at   ثٛاسطخ as well as several meanings in English but the students' experience 

and knowledge help them to choose the suitable equivalent. Only 4 male students (6.67%  

translated the statement wrongly  they translated through as  bettij h  ٖثبرجب which is 

equivalent to towords in English. Other students translated (channel) لٕبح   as (nafaq) which is 

equivalent to tunnel in English. Four students(6.67%), three females (5%) and one male 

(1.67%) did not provide any translation which refers to their lack of experience in 

translation and  absence of knowledge. 

Statement (7) 

The car went through the tunnel. 

Suggested model answer:  ِشد اٌسٍبسح داخً إٌفك 

Marrat ʔalssayy ratu min khel l ʔalnafaqi. 

       According to table 4, sixteen students (26.67%), eight females (13.33%) and 8 males 

(13.33%) translated this statement correctly. Meanwhile 37 students (61.67%), seventeen 

females (28.33%) and 20 males (33.33%) provided acceptable translation such as (ðahabat 

ʔal sayyarah min   khel l ʔa lnafaq) إٌفكاٌسٍبسح ِٓ خالي  ر٘جذ  , they used the literal translation 

of the preposition through which is acceptable. Students translated the preposition as a 

separate entity regardless of its position as part of the verbal phrase went through. Six 

Students (10%) , five females (8.33%) and a male (1.67%  provided wrong answers such as 
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using the word  bettij h)  ٖثبرجب  which is equivalent to towards in English. Only one male 

student (1.67%) did not provide translation for this statement. 

Statement (8) 

I got into the classroom. 

Suggested model answer: اٌصف دخٍذ غشفخ  

Dakhaltu ghurfata ʔal s s affi.  

        As shown in table 4, forty two students (70%), twenty females (33.33%) and 22 males 

(36.67%) translated the statement correctly. On the other hand 8 students (13.33%), four 

females (6.67%) and 4 males (6.67%) provided acceptable translation such as (dakhalto 

ʔel    ʔals aff  دخٍذ اٌى غشفخ اٌصف or  f  ʔals aff  فً اٌصف, they added (ʔel  اٌى to the word 

(dakhaltu)دخٍذ or  f  ًف which is not needed because into indicates movement of something 

or someone is being or is going to another location. While in only describes where they are 

without movement. Nine students (15%), six females (10%) and 3 males (5%) provided 

wrong translation such as (ʔan  d khel ʔal s af) ٔب داخً اٌصف أ  which is equivalent to I am in 

the classroom which is grammatically  wrong because it indicates that he is already in the 

classroom without any movement and syntactically he used (ʔan   ٔب أ  at the beginning of 

the sentence which means he inserted the structures and the rules of English into their 

translations into Arabic language. Only a male student (1.67%) could not provide any 

translation. 
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Statement (9) 

I jumped into the swimming pool.  

Suggested model answer:  . اٌسجبدخ ثشوخ داخً لفضد . 

Qafaztu d khela berkati ʔalsseb h ati.     

      Only 5 students (8.33%), two females (3.33%) and 3 males (5%) provided correct 

translation. Meanwhile 51 students (85%), twenty seven (45%) females and 24 males 

(40%) provided acceptable translation such as  qafaztu f   فً لفضد  which is somehow 

acceptable. Three Students (5%), a female (1.67) and 2 males(3.33) provided wrong 

translation such as (ʔaqf zu ʔel    ألفضاٌى  which is grammatically wrong because the verb is 

in the present tense while it should be in the past and the wrong translation of the 

preposition into as (ʔel ) اٌى which is equivalent to to . On a  male student did not provide 

any translation to this statement. 

Statement (10) 

There is  a mirror over the sink 

Suggested model answer:  اٌّغسٍخ/ اٌذٛض فٛق ِشآح ٕ٘بن   

 un ka merʔ tun fawqa ʔalh awd i  ʔalmeghsalate. 

       Due to table 4, thirty one students (51.67%), seventeen females (28.33%) and 14 males 

(23.33%) translated the statement correctly. Fifteen students (25%), seven females (11.67) 

and 8 males (13.33%) provided acceptable translation; they used (ʕal ) ػٍى  which is 

equivalent to on in English instead of (fawqa)  فٛق  which is acceptable in Arabic. Twelve 
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students (20%), four females (6.67%) and 8 males (13.33%) translated the statement 

incorrectly such as translating over as  tah ta  رذذ which is equivalent to under in English. 

That indicates student's lack of familiarity with English prepositions. Only 2 female 

students did not translate the statement. 

Statement (11) 

He drove the car along the road carefully.  

Suggested model answer:  . ثذزس اٌطشٌك غٛاي اٌّشوجخ لبد  

  da ʔalmarkabata t ew la ʔaltar q beh a ar. 

       As shown in table 4, twenty six students (43.33%), sixteen females (26.67%) and 10 

males (16.67%) provided correct translation. Meanwhile 29 students (48.33%), nine 

females (15%), twenty males (33.33%) provided acceptable translation. Only 5 males 

(8.33%) provided wrong translation such as (howa yas qu sayy ra t aw lah wah a er ʔala 

t t ar q  ٌسٛق سٍبسح غٌٍٛخ ٚدزس ػٍى اٌطشٌك ٛ٘  which have nonsense, students have semantic 

problem here because they did not know the whole meaning of the sentence. Nobody 

skipped translating this statement. 

Statement (12) 

We could hear the rain falling on the roof. 

Suggested model answer: اٌسطخ ػٍى اٌّطشٌزسبلػ سّبع ٌّىٕٕب  

 umkenun  sam ʔu ʔalmataru yatas qat u ʔal  ʔalsat h . 
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     As shown in table 4, thirty nine students (65%), twenty two females (36.67%) and 17 

males (28.33%) provided correct translation. While 14 students (23.33%), five females 

(8.33%) and 9 males (15%) provided acceptable translation such as (yanzelu ʕal   

ʔalssotooh  ٌٕضي ػٍى اٌسطٛح; here the student used the word (yanzelu) ٌٕضي which is 

equivalent to come down instead of  yatas qat u  ٌزسبلػ which is the right equivalent to 

falling but it is quiet acceptable . Only 5 students (8.33%), two females (3.33%) and 3 

males (5%   provided wrong answers such as translating falling as  yatah t t am   ٌُزذط which 

is equivalent to crashing in English. This is related to their lack of knowledge in Arabic and 

English but they translated the preposition on correctly. Also there is a syntactic errors such 

as (yanzelu ʔalmt aru wa nah no nasamaʕuhu) ٌٕٗضي اٌّطشٚٔذٓ ٔسّؼ ;the word order is not 

correct and not all the words are translated even the preposition itself . Two students(3.33), 

a female (1.67%) and a male students (1.67%) decided to skip translating this statement. 

Statement (13) 

 Let's have dinner in my place. 

Suggested model answer:   ِٕضًٌ.دػٕب ٔزٕبٚي غؼبَ اٌؼشبء فً   

Daʕna natan walu t aʕ ma ʔal ʕash  ʔ f  manzil . 

As in table 4, thirty four students (56.67%), twenty three females (38.33%) and 11 males 

(18.33%) rendered the statement correctly. On the other hand 13 students (21.67%), six 

females (10%) and 7 males (11.67%  provided acceptable translation such as using the 

word  mak n    ًِٔىب  the literal translation for the word my place which is acceptable. Four 

student (6.67%), a female (1.67%) and 3 males (5%)  rendered the statement incorrectly 
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such as translating the preposition in as (ʔel )  اٌى which is equivalent to to instead of  f   ًف 

.others translated dinner as (ʔalghad  ʔ)  اٌغذاء which is equivalent to lunch in English. 

 Some people would say it is not correct to use in in this situation and the correct 

preposition is at; at is correct and on is correct because on here indicates a movement to the 

place not the location. Nine male students (15%) decided to skip translating this statement.  

Statement (14) 

I moved to Germany in 1998. 

Suggested model answer: 8811 أزمٍذ ٌٍؼٍش فً اٌّبٍٔب ػبَ   

Entaqaltu lelʕayshi f  ʔalm nia ʕ m 1988. 

     According to table 4, forty two students (70%), twenty four females (40%) and (18) 

males (30%) provided correct translation. Meanwhile 16 students (26.67%), six females 

(10%) and 10 males (16.67%) provided acceptable translation such as (ʔintaqalto ʔel    أزمٍذ

أزمٍذ ٌٍؼٍش فً    instead of (intaqalto lel ʕayshi f اٌى .To which is equivalent to (ʔel   اٌى in 

Arabic indicates movement of a person or an object towards a point. It therefore has both 

meaning together; the meaning of to and in. Only 2 male students (3.33%) provided 

incorrect translation and no one skipped translating the statement. 
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Statement (15) 

He's gone to the seashore. 

Suggested model answer:   ر٘ت إٌى اٌشبغًء 

Ðahaba ʔel  ʔalsh tiʔ.     

       Twenty nine students (48.33%), nine females (15%) and (20) males (33.33%) rendered 

the statement correctly as shown in table 4. On the other hand 12 students (20%), eight 

females (13.33%) and 4 males (6.67%) provided acceptable translation (ðahaba ʔela 

ʔalbah r  ر٘ت اٌى اٌجذش which is equivalent to He's gone to the sea; they neglected the word 

shore which is related to their previous limited knowledge of the word meanings in English 

and lack of experience. Nineteen students (31.67%), thirteen females (21.67%) and 6 males 

(10%) rendered the statement incorrectly; they used literal translation which distorts the 

meaning in this case as in (howa ðahaba ʔel  ʔal da'ʕm) ُر٘ت اٌى اٌذػ ٛ٘ they misused the 

dictionary or the online translator by choosing the wrong word (da'ʕm)   ُدػ which is 

equivalent to support in English but they translated to correctly as (ʔel ) اٌى   . Other students 

translated the preposition to as (ʕal ) ػٍىwhich is equivalent to on in English. No one 

skipped translating the statement.  

 Statement (16) and Statement (17) 

Statement (16) 

We walked across the park. 

Suggested model answer:  ( ِٓ ٍِٗخشجٗ اٌى ِذخ )   إٌّزضٖ فً رّشٍٕب

 amashayn  f  ʔalmutanazzahi .(min madkhalehi ʔela makhrajehi) 
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Statement (17) 

We walked through the park. 

Suggested model answer:  ( آخش ِخشج ِٓ ٚخشجٕب ِٕزصفٗ ِٓ دخٍٕب ). إٌّزضٖ فً رّشٍٕب  

 akhaln  min muntas afihi wakhrajn  min makhrajen ʔ khar. 

         As shown in table 4, in statement 16, there are 24 students (40%), twelve females 

(20%) and 12 males (20%) who rendered the statement correctly. Meanwhile 12 students 

(20%), six females (10%) and 6 males (10%) provided acceptable translation. The 

statement was rendered incorrectly by 24 students (40%), twelve females (20%) and 12 

males (20%). Nobody decided to skip translating the statement. On the other hand in 

statement 17 there are 14 students (23.33%), eight females (13.33%) and 6 males (10%) 

rendered the statement correctly. Meanwhile 24 students (40%), ten females (16.67%) and 

14 males (23.33%) provided acceptable translation. The statement was rendered incorrectly 

by 19 students (31.67%); ten females (16.67%) and 9 males (15%). Three students (5%), 

two females (3.33%) and a male (1.67%) skipped translating this statement. 

The researcher is going to analyze statement (16) and (17) together  

      Across is movement from one side of an area, surface, or line to the other side. 

Through is movement from one side of an enclosed space to the other side according to 

Greenbaum, and Quirk (1976). The researcher noticed that students translations were 

almost the same between the two statement; they used the literal translation of across which 

is (ʕabra)ػجش and the literal translation of through which is (khel l   خالي. Both are 

acceptable but as mentioned beore there is a difference between the two prepositions but 
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when translated them into Arabic, they have the same equivalent. Three students whom 

provided correct translation added an explanation as in the model answer while others did 

not; they only wrote the correct translation. We have to mention that students who 

translated the two sentences incorrectly  they translated the prepositions across and through 

as  bettij h )ثبرجبٖ  or (nahwa) ٔذٛ  , which are the equivalents of the preposition towards in 

 nglish or  leneh yat  ٌٕٙبٌخ which is equivalent to to the end of in English. 

 Statement (18) and Statement (19) 

Statement (18) 

They drove across the city.  

Suggested model answer: اٌّشوجخػجشاٌّذٌٕخ/لبدٚااٌسٍبسح  

 ad  alssayy rata  ʔalmarkabata ʕabra al mad nati. 

Statement (19) 

They drove through the city.  

Suggested model answer: ػجشاٌّذٌٕخ اٌّشوجخ/لبدٚااٌسٍبسح  

 ad  alssayy rata  almarkabata ʕabra ʔalmad nati 

      Statement 18: As in table 4, twenty two students (36.67%), nine females (15%) and 13 

males (21.67%) provided correct translation. While 11 students (18.33%), six females 
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 (10%) and 5 males (8.33%) provided acceptable translation. On the other hand 26 students 

(43.33%), fourteen females (23.33%) and 12 males (20%) translated the statement 

incorrectly while only a female student (1.67%) skipped translating it. 

      Statement 19: As in table 4, eight students (13.33%), four females (6.67%) and 4 males 

(6.67%) provided correct translation. While 15 students (25%), six females (10%) and 9 

males (15%) provided acceptable translation. On the other hand 33 students (55%), 

seventeen females (28.33%) and 16 males (26.67%) translated the statement incorrectly and 

only 4 students (6.67%), three females (5%) and a male (1.67%) skipped translating it. 

       As in statement 16 and 17 we have the prepositions across and through which 

confused the students and it is clear that they did not know the difference between them. 

But in statement 18 and 19 most of the students rendered the statements as  qad  ʕabra    

khel l ʔalmadina) لبدٚا ػجش/خالي اٌّذٌٕخ without mentioning the word (ʔalsayyarah) اٌسٍبسح 

which is somehow acceptable.  he word is not written in the source language but students 

who provided correct answer paraphrased the sentence and found that the object of the verb 

 alsayy rah    اٌسٍبسح which is equivalent to car or vehicle in English is missing and it should 

be mentioned in the translation of the target language or it would be syntactically 

insufficient. Sometimes students injected the structure of English into their translations to 

Arabic. We have to mention that students who translated the two sentences incorrectly; also 

translated the prepositions across and through as  bettij h( ٖثبرجب or  nah wa  ٛٔذ  which are 

the equivalents of the preposition towards in English. And one student translated the word 

we drove as (natanaqqal) ٔزٕمً   which is equivalent to we move in English. This shows a 

semantic problems that students suffer from which distort the meaning. 
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Statement (20) 

The dog is running towards me. 

Suggested model answer: .ٌشوط اٌىٍت ِزجٙب ٔذٛي 

 arkud u ʔalkalbu muttajehan nah w . 

     As shown in table 4, thirty four students (56.67%), ninrteen females (31.67%) and 15 

males (25%) rendered the statement correctly. Meanwhile 17 students (28.33%), eight 

females (13.33%) and 9 males (15%  provided acceptable translation such as using the 

word  bettij h    ً٘ثبرجب  as a translation of the preposition  towards  instead of  mottajeh an 

nah w   ِزجٙب ٔذٛي. The statement was rendered incorrectly by 8 students (13.33%), two 

females (3.33%) and 6 males (10%); they used a wrong equivalent for the preposition 

towards such as  l h eqan b   or (lillih  q b   which indicates that the dog is behind them 

not in front of them which is wrong . Another student has grammatical error by using dogs 

instead of dog which is a subject- verb agreement error. Only a female (1.67%) decided to 

skip translating the statement. 
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Statement (21) 

I think we’re heading towards Oxford now, we must have gone wrong. 

Suggested model answer: ٍٓاػزمذ إٔب االْ ٔزجٗ  ٔذٛ اوسفٛسد. الثذ إٔب أخطأٔب/ وٕب ِخطئ 

ʔ takedu ʔannan  ʔal n nattajehu nah wa ʔuksfurd. La budda ʔannan  kunnn  mukht iʔ n.  

     As in table (4), thirty students (50%), seventeen females (28.33%) and 13 males 

(21.67%) rendered the statement correctly. While 24 students (40%), eleven females 

(18.33%) and 13 males (21.67%) provided acceptable translation such as (ʔaz onno ʔannan  

 aheb n ʔel  ʔuksford)  اوسفٛسدأظٓ إٔب را٘جٍٓ اٌى . Here the student used the preposition (ʔel ) 

اٌى  ِزجٍٙٓ instead of (mottajehan ela)اٌى   which is acceptable and used another correct 

equivalent for the word think which is (ʔaz onno  ٓأظ. Five students (8.33%), a female 

(1.67%) and 4 males (6.67%) rendered the statement incorrectly such as translating 

(ʔaʕtakedu ʔannan  taʕaddaina ʔuksford) اػزمذ إٔب رؼذٌٕب اوسفٛسد which is equivalent to I think 

we're past Oxford in English. Another student translated we must have gone literal 

translation which distort the meaning of the sentence as ( yajeb ʕalayna ʔan nað'haba 

ʔalkhat a ʔ) ٌجت ػٍٍٕب أْ ٔز٘ت اٌخطأ which is equivalent to *we must have to go the wrong 

which is semantically and syntactically wrong and have no sense. Only a female student 

(1.67%) did not provide any translation. 
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Statement (22) 

Let’s get back onto the path.  

Suggested model answer:    إٌىبٌطشٌك ٔؼٛد دػٛٔب  

Daʕ n  naʕ du ʔela ʔalt ar q. 

       As in table 4, sixteen students (26.67%), ten females (16.67%) and 6 males (10%) 

provided correct translation. While sixteen students (26.67%),  ten females(16.67%) and 6 

males(10%) provided acceptable translation such as (da'ʕ n  naʕ do ʕal  ʔalt t ar q) دػٛٔب ٔؼٛد

 while he should ػٍى    the student translated onto literal translation which is (ʕal , ػٍى اٌطشٌك

use the correct equivalent to render the right meaning becausein English  it is better to  say 

get onto the path  instead of get back on the path, but it still acceptable. On the other hand 8 

students (13.33%), five females (8.33%) and 3 males (5%  translated the statement 

incorrectly such as  hayy  narje ʕu wanah s olu ʕal  h amm m   دّبَ ػٍى ٚٔذصً ٔشجغ ٍ٘ب  

Which is equivalent to Let's come back and have a bath. It is clear there is a semantic error 

which related to students' misunderstand of the full meaning of the statement and using the 

literal translation of the text. Students misunderstood the intended meaning. Twenty 

students (33.33%), five females (8.33%) and 15 male (25%) skipped translating the 

statement due to their lack of knowledge and sometimes to their lack of feeling of 

responsibility towards the job they are doing. 
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Statement (23) 

He kicked the ball towards the goal. 

Suggested model answer: اٌىشح ثبرجبٖ اٌّشِى/ٔذٛ اٌٙذف.    سوً 

rakala ʔalkurata bettij hi ʔalmarm    nah wa ʔal hadaf. 

      As in table 4, thirty seven students (61.67%), twenty females (33.33%) and (17) males 

(28.33%) provided correct translation. Meanwhile 6 students (10%), three females (5%) 

and 3 males (5%) provided acceptable translation such as translating towards the goal as 

(rakala ʔalkora ʔel  ʔalmarm  ًاٌّشِى  اٌى اٌىشح سو  the student used (ʔel )  اٌى which is 

equivalent to to instead of towards. On the other hand 8 students (13.33%), five females 

(8.33%) and 3 males (5%) translated the statement incorrectly such as (lakad d araba  

ʔalkorata le'ʔihr zi ʔalhadaf) اٌٙذف ظشة اٌىشح الدشاص  ٌمذ  which is equivalent to He hit the ball 

to score a goal. In this case he mistranslates the preposition and the other words; he 

translated the words as separate entities regardless to the whole meaning which eventually 

distort the required meaning. Nine students (15%), two females (3.33%) and 7 males 

(11.67%) skipped translating it. 

Statement (24) 

 hey couldn’t get the new sofa through the door. 

Suggested model answer:  ٌسزطٍؼٛا ادخبي االسٌىخ ِٓ اٌجبة ٌُ 

Lam yast atiʔ  edkh la ʔalʔar kata mina ʔalb b.   
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     According to table 4, twenty two students (36.67%), thirteen females (21.67%) and 9 

males (15%) provided correct translation. Fifteen students (25%), twelve females (20%) 

and 3 males (5%) provided acceptable translation such as using slang Arabic equivalent 

(ʔalkanab yeh   اٌىٕجبٌخfor the word sofa, or using the literal translation of the preposition 

through (men   khel l) خالي ِٓ or (ʕabra) ػجش . On the other hand 12 students (20%), two 

females (3.33%) and 10 males (16.67%) translated the statement incorrectly some had 

grammatical mistakes such as using singular instead of plural as (la yastatee'ʕu)  الٌسزطٍغ  

instead of  la yastat  ʕ n   ٌسزطٍؼْٛال . Other students had semantic errors such as  lam 

yatamakkan  menaʕlh os  lʕal    ʔar katen jad daten   ٌزّىٕٛا ِٓ اٌذصٛي ػٍى اسٌىخ جذٌذح ٌُ which 

is equivalent to they couldn't have new sofa which is not the intended meaning but they 

translated the preposition through correctly. Eleven students (18.33%), three females (5%) 

and 8 males (13.33%) skipped translating it. 

Statement (25) 

We drove through some spectacular countrysides. 

Suggested model answer: رجٌٕٛب فً اٌسٍبسح ػجش ثؼط إٌّبغك اٌشٌفٍخ اٌجٍٍّخ. 

 ajawwaln  f  alssayy rati ʔabra  baʔd I ʔalman t iqi ʔalr fiyyati ʔaljam latu. 

        As shown in table 4, eight students (13.33%), seven females (11.67%%) and a male 

(1.67%) provided correct translation. On the other hand 25 students (42%), eleven females 

(18.33%) and (14) males(23.33%  provided acceptable translation such as  kodn  ʕabra 

ba'ʕd  ʔalman t eq ʔalr feyyah ʔalmoð'hela) لذٔب ػجش إٌّبغك اٌشٌفٍخ اٌّزٍ٘خ   , here the student did 

not mention the word (ʔalsayyara)  اٌسٍبسح which is equivalent to car in English. Car is not 
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mentioned because through some spectacular countryside is a prepositional phrase. Some 

spectacular countryside is the object of the preposition through, not the direct object of the 

verb drove because the direct object is car which is deleted. Twelve students (20%), six 

females (10%) and 6 males (10%  translated the statement incorrectly such as  kodn  

d khel ʔalshaw reʕ ʔalfer'ʕeyyah ʔalmomayyaza lelmad nah   لذٔب داخً اٌشٛاسع اٌفشػٍخ اٌٍّّضح

-which is totally incorrect and equivalent to We've been in the city's distinctive sub ٌٍّذٌٕخ

streets. . In this case the student did not understand the whole meaning of the words and 

rendered them wrongly, the preposition through translated as  d khel  ًداخ which is 

equivalent to into in English and provided words that were not mentioned in the source text 

and not even related to such as (ʔalfer'ʕiyyah)اٌفشػٍخ which is equivalent to sub-streets and 

the word (ʔalmomayyaza)اٌٍّّضح which is equivalent to distinctive instead of spectacular 

and (ʔalmad nah اٌّذٌٕخ equivalent to city instead of countryside. Fifteen students (25%), six 

females (10%) and 9 males (15%) skipped translating it. 

Statement (26)  

The singer stepped onto the platform. 

Suggested model answer:    . إٌّصخ إٌى اٌّغًٕ صؼذ  

Saʕada ʔalmughann  ʔel  ʔalmenas s ati. 

      According to table 4, seventeen students (28.33%), fourteen females (23.33%) and 3 

males (5%) provided correct translation. Meanwhile 22 students (36.67%), seven females 

(11.67%) and 15 males (25%) rendered the statement acceptably such as (eʕtal  al 

moghann  khashabata ʔalmasrah)اػزٍى اٌّغًٕ خشجخ اٌّسشح also  masha al moghann  ʕal    
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ʔalmasrah   اٌّسشح ػٍى اٌّغًٕ ِشى . On the other hand 12 students (20%), six females(10%) 

and 6 males(10%) translated the statement incorrectly  such as using the equivalent of the 

word platform which is (masha ʕalmoghann  ʕal    ʕalbarn mej ʕal moh addad laho) ِشى

 which is equivalent to The singer walked on his specific program  اٌّغًٕ ػٍى اٌجشٔبِج اٌّذذد ٌٗ

which is totally far from the intended meaning (the students used literal translation). Nine 

students (15%), three females (5%) and 6 males (10%) skipped translating it which is due 

to their limited information in the English language and absence of experience in 

translation.         

Statement (27) 

A Professor of Geography asks his students to look at the moon: 

 ou won’t be able to see it unless you look through the monoculars. 

Suggested model answer. .رىٛٔٛا لبدسٌٓ ػٍى سؤٌزٗ اال ارا ٔظشرُ ِٓ خالي إٌّبظٍش ٌٓ 

Lan tak n  q dir n ʔal  ruayatehi ʔella etha naz artum min khel l ʔalman z  r 

        This statement was rendered correctly by 28 students (46.67%); (15) females (25%) 

and (13) males (21.67%) according to table 4. Meanwhile 11 students (18.33%), four 

females (6.67%) and (7) males (11.67%)provided acceptable translation as(lan tast at ʕ  

roʔyatehe ʔell  min  khel l ʔalman z  r  إٌّبظٍش ٌٓ رسزطٍؼٛا سؤٌزٗ اال ِٓ خالي  which is equivalent 

to You'll only be able to see it through the monoculars. Some students translated the 

statement correctly except using plural for the pronoun it instead of singular which is 

(ruʔyatehim) ُٙسؤٌز and that related to neglecting the written situation before the statement. 

On the other hand 5 students (8.33%), two females (3.33%) and 3 males (5%) translated the 
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statement incorrectly such as (ʕadam ro'ʔyat ʔalʔashy  ʔ ʔella belmejhar) ػذَ سؤٌخ االشٍبء اال

 which is equivalent to Not seeing things but with a microscope. The student missed ثبٌّجٙش

the whole meaning of the sentence; he missed rendering the words won't be able and used 

the word microscope as an equivalent to monoculars which is a wrong equivalent and has a 

totally different usage and grammatically it should be plural not singular but they provided 

correct translation for the preposition through which is (min khel l) خالي ِٓ . Sixteen 

students (26.67%), nine females (15%) and 7 males (11.67%) skipped translating it. 

Statement (28) 

I'll jump over the wall and open the gate. 

Suggested model answer: سألفض فٛق اٌذبئػ  ٚأفزخ اٌجٛاثخ. .  

Sa ʔaqfezu fawqa ʔal h  ʔet i waʔaftah u ʔal baww bata. 

     According to table 4, thirty two students (53.33%), seventeen females (28.33%) and 15 

males (25%) provided correct translation. On the other hand 12 students(20%), six  females 

(10%) and 6 males(10%) provided acceptable translation . All the translations of the 

preposition over as (men ʕal    ػٍى ِٓ and (ʕal    ػٍى are acceptable and all the translations 

of the word wall as (sour)سٛس and  jed r جذاس are acceptable. On the other hand 8 students 

(13.33%), five females (8.33%) and 3 males (5%) translated the statement incorrectly; they 

used wrong word equivalent for the preposition over such as (sawfa ʔaqfezu mina ʔass r le 

ʔaftah a ʕalbaww bah   سبلفض ِٓ اٌسٛسالفزخ اٌجٛاثخ, the students used (mena) ِٓ which is 

equivalent to from in English. Other students used   khel l   خالي such as (sawfa ʔaqfezu 

min    khel l ʔlass r le ʔaftah aʔ albaww bah  اٌجٛاثخ اٌسٛسالفزخ سبلفضِٓ خالي    which is 
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equivalent to through in English. These mistakes relate to the lack of familiarity of the 

prepositions of movement in English and their correct word equivalent in Arabic. Some 

students had grammatical mistakes such using the past tense of the verb I'll jump 

(saʔaqfezu) or (sawfa ʔaqfezu) which is jumped (qafaztu) لفضد. Eight Students (13.33%), 

two females (3.33%) and 6 males (10%) skipped translating it. 

Statement (29) 

The aircraft flew low over the lake. 

Suggested model answer:. دٍمذ  اٌطبئشح  ِٕخفعخ فٛق اٌجذٍشح .  

h allaqat ʔalt  eratu munkhafed atan fawqa ʔal buh airati. 

       As in table 4, thirty one students (51.67%), eighteen females(30%) and 13 males 

(21.67%) provided correct translation. Meanwhile 9 students (15%), five females (8.33%) 

and 4 males (6.67%) provided acceptable translation. All translations using the equivalents 

(beshaklen monkhafed en) ثشىً ِٕخفط or (benkhifad ) ثبٔخفبض   or  bertif ʕen monkhafed en  

  for the word low are acceptable. On the other hand 5 students (8.33%), two ثبسرفبع ِٕخفط

females (3.33%) and 3 males (5%) translated the statement incorrectly such as (ʔat t   ʕer t 

h allaqat beshaklen qar ben mena ʕal buh airah  اٌجذٍشحدٍمذ ثشىً لشٌت ِٓ  اٌطبئشاد , we can see 

that the student translated the preposition over incorrectly; they translated it as (mena)ِٓ 

which is equivalent to from in English. Also they convey the structure of English to the 

translation of the statement into Arabic by writing the subject followed by the verb while it 

is more convenient to write the verb followed by the subject in Arabic. There is also a 

grammatical mistake when using the plural form (ʔat t ay rat) اٌطٍبساد   which is equivalent to 
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aircrafts in English instead of the singular word the aircraft (ʔat t ay rah  اٌطٍبسح. Fifteen 

students (25%), five females (8.33%) and 10 males (16.67%) skipped translating it. 

Statement (30) 

We were walking along the river when it started to rain 

Suggested model answer:        رّطش اٌسّبء ثذأد إٌٙشػٕذِب( ثّذبراح/غٛي ٔسٍش)ػٍى وٕب  

 unn  nas ru  ʔalat  li bimuh    ti) ʔalnnahri ʕendama badaʔat ʔalssam ʔu tumt eru. 

      As in table 4, 11 students (18.33%), six females (10%) and 5 males (8.33%) provided 

correct translation. While 27 students (45%), seventeen females (28.33%) and 10 males 

(16.67%  provided acceptable translation such in  konn  namsh  ʕal   d effati ʔalnnahri 

ʔendam  badaʔa ʔalmataro bennoz l ٌّطش ثبٌٕضٚيوٕب ّٔشً ػٍى ظفخ إٌٙش ػٕذِب ثذأ ا  which is 

equivalent to We were walking on the riverbank when the rain started to come down. On 

the other hand 11 students (18.33%), three females (5%) and 8 males (13.33%  translated 

the statement incorrectly such as  konn  nas r ʕal  ʔalnahri ʔaltaw li ʕendm  badaʔa 

ʔalmat ar)  ٔسٍشػٍى إٌٙش اٌطًٌٛ ػٕذِب ثذأ اٌّطش وٕب which is equivalent to We were walking on the 

long river when the rain started . We can see that the students mistranslated the preposition 

along and rendered into long  t aw l) غًٌٛ   which is incorrect. That indicates the lack of 

familiarity of the prepositions of movement along in English and their appropriate word 

equivalent in Arabic. Eleven students (18.33%), four females (6.67%) and 7 males 

(11.67%) skipped translating it. 
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Table4. Students' Translation Performance in the English-Arabic Test  

Statement 

No 

CT AT WT NT 

Females Males Total Females Males Total Females Males Total Females Males Total 

1 Fr. 6 1 7 11 8 19 9 16 25 4 5 9 

% 10 1.67 11.67 18.33 13.33 31.67 15 26.67 41.67 6.67 8.33 15 

2 Fr. 0 1 1 19 17 36 5 9 14 6 3 9 

% 0.00 1.67 1.67 31.67 28.33 60 8.33 15 23.33 10 5 15.00 

3 Fr. 25 18 43 5 10 15 0 1 1 0 1 1 

% 41.67 30.00 71.67 8.33 16.67 25.00 0.00 1.67 1.67 0.00 1.67 1.67 

4 Fr. 26 26 52 0 2 2 4 1 5 0 1 1 

% 43.33 43.33 86.67 0.00 3.33 3.33 6.67 1.67 8.33 0.00 1.67 1.67 

5 Fr. 23 23 46 5 4 9 1 2 3 1 1 2 

% 38.33 38.33 76.67 8.33 6.67 15.00 1.67 3.33 5.00 1.67 1.67 3.33 

6 Fr. 22 20 42 5 5 10 0 4 4 3 1 4 

% 36.67 33.33 70.00 8.33 8.33 16.67 0.00 6.67 6.67 5 1.67 6.67 

7 Fr. 8 8 16 17 20 37 5 1 6 0 1 1 

% 13.33 13.33 26.67 28.33 33.33 61.67 8.33 1.67 10.00 0.00 1.67 1.67 

8 Fr. 20 22 42 4 4 8 6 3 9 0 1 1 

% 33.33 36.67 70.00 6.67 6.67 13.33 10.00 5.00 15.00 0.00 1.67 1.67 

9 Fr. 2 3 5 27 24 51 1 2 3 0 1 1 

% 3.33 5.00 8.33 45.00 40.00 85.00 1.67 3.33 5.00 0.00 1.67 1.67 

10 Fr. 17 14 31 7 8 15 4 8 12 2 0 2 

% 28.33 23.33 51.67 11.67 13.33 25.00 6.67 13.33 20.00 3.33 0.00 3.33 

11 Fr. 16 10 26 9 20 29 5 0 5 0 0 0 

% 26.67 16.67 43.33 15.00 33.33 48.33 8.33 0.00 8.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 

12 Fr. 22 17 39 5 9 14 2 3 5 1 1 2 

% 36.67 28.33 65.00 8.33 15.00 23.33 3.33 5.00 8.33 1.67 1.67 3.33 

13 Fr. 23 11 34 6 7 13 1 3 4 0 9 9 

% 38.33 18.33 56.67 10.00 11.67 21.67 1.67 5.00 6.67 0.00 15.00 15.00 

14 Fr. 24 18 42 6 10 16 0 2 2 0 0 0 

% 40.00 30.00 70.00 10.00 16.67 26.67 0.00 3.33 3.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 

15 Fr. 9 20 29 8 4 12 13 6 19 0 0 0 

% 15.00 33.33 48.33 13.33 6.67 20.00 21.67 10.00 31.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 

16 Fr. 12 12 24 6 6 12 12 12 24 0 0 0 

% 20.00 20.00 40.00 10.00 10.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 40.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

17 Fr. 8 6 14 10 14 24 10 9 19 2 1 3 

% 13.33 10.00 23.33 16.67 23.33 40.00 16.67 15.00 31.67 3.33 1.67 5.00 

18 Fr. 9 13 22 6 5 11 14 12 26 1 0 1 

% 15.00 21.67 36.67 10.00 8.33 18.33 23.33 20.00 43.33 1.67 0.00 1.67 

19 Fr. 4 4 8 6 9 15 17 16 33 3 1 4 

% 6.67 6.67 13.33 10 15 25 28.33 26.67 55.00 5 1.67 6.67 

20 Fr. 19 15 34 8 9 17 2 6 8 1 0 1 

% 31.67 25 56.67 13.33 15.00 28.33 3.33 10.00 13.33 1.67 0.00 1.67 

21 Fr. 17 13 30 11 13 24 1 4 5 1 0 1 

% 28.33 21.67 50.00 18.33 21.67 40.00 1.67 6.67 8.33 1.67 0.00 1.67 

22 Fr. 10 6 16 10 6 16 5 3 8 5 15 20 

% 16.67 10.00 26.67 16.67 10.00 26.67 8.33 5.00 13.33 8.33 25.00 33.33 

23 Fr. 20 17 37 3 3 6 5 3 8 2 7 9 

% 33.33 28.33 61.67 5.00 5.00 10.00 8.33 5.00 13.33 3.33 11.67 15.00 

24 Fr. 13 9 22 12 3 15 2 10 12 3 8 11 

% 21.67 15.00 36.67 20 5 25 3.33 16.67 20 5 13.33 18.33 

25 Fr. 7 1 8 11 14 25 6 6 12 6 9 15 

% 11.67 1.67 13.33 18.33 23.33 42 10 10 20 10 15 25 

26 Fr. 14 3 17 7 15 22 6 6 12 3 6 9 

% 23.33 5 28.33 11.67 25 36.67 10 10 20 5 10 15 

27 Fr. 15 13 28 4 7 11 2 3 5 9 7 16 

% 25.00 21.67 46.67 6.67 11.67 18.33 3.33 5 8.33 15 11.67 26.67 

28 Fr. 17 15 32 6 6 12 5 3 8 2 6 8 

% 28.33 25 53.33 10.00 10.00 20.00 8.33 5 13.33 3.33 10.00 13.33 

29 Fr. 18 13 31 5 4 9 2 3 5 5 10 15 

% 30.00 21.67 51.67 8.33 6.67 15.00 3.33 5 8.33 8.33 16.67 25 

30 Fr. 6 5 11 17 10 27 3 8 11 4 7 11 

% 10.00 8.33 18.33 28.33 16.67 45.00 5.00 13.33 18.33 6.67 11.67 18.33 

T
o

ta
l

 

Fr. 432 357 789 256 276 532 148 165 313 64 102 166 

% 0.24 0.20 0.44 0.14 0.15 0.30 0.08 0.1 0.18 0.04 0.06 0.09 

CA: Correct Answer     AA: Acceptable Answer     WA: Wrong Answer     NA: No Answer      

 Fr: Frequency                %  :    Percentage 
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4.1.2   The difficulties That Student Faced in The Translation Test. 

      From the analysis of the students' performance in the translation test, we identify some 

difficulties that students face during the process of translation. The difficulties are 

presented in five categories: lack of knowledge in both languages Arabic and English, lack  

of familiarity with English prepositions of movement, grammatical errors, syntactic errors 

and semantic errors as shown in the next table (Table.5). 

Table 5 shows that "lack of knowledge" was the first difficulty that faced students with 

frequency 77% then "Lack of familiarity with English prepositions" with frequency 70%. 

Table5. Difficulties that Face Students When Translating the Statements in the 

Translating Test including Prepositions of Movement. 

Statement 
No 

Lack of 
Knowledge 

Lack of familiarity with 
English prepositions of 

movement 

Grammatical errors Syntactic errors Semantic errors 

1 1   1 0 0 1 

2 1 0 0 0 1 

3 0 0 0 1 0 

4 0 0 1 0 0 

5 1 1 0 0 0 

6 1 1 0 0 0 

7 1 1 1 1 0 

8 0 1 1 0 0 

9 0 1 0 0 0 

10 1 1 0 0 0 

11 1 1 1 0 0 

12 0 0 0 0 1 

13 1 0 0 0 0 

14 1 0 0 0 0 

15 1 0 1 0 0 

16 1 1 0 0 1 

17 1 1 0 0 0 

18 1 1 0 0 1 

19 1 1 1 1 0 

20 1 1 1 1 0 

21 0 0 1 1 0 

22 0 1 0 0 1 

23 1 1 0 1 1 

24 1 1 1 0 0 

25 1 1 0 0 0 

26 1 1 0 1 0 

27 1 1 1 1 0 

28 1 1 0 1 1 

29 1 0 0 0 1 

30 1 1 1 0 1 

Fr. 23 21  11  9 

 

10 

% 77 70% 37% 30% 33% 
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4.2 Results of Question Two 

 
    Below findings are related to the second question which states: Who is more competent 

in translating the prepositions of movement males or females according to the results of the 

student's test? 

Table6. Means of Standard Deviation and (T-Test) Result for Student Translating the 

Prepositions of Movement According to the Results of the Student's Test as Gender 

Vary. 

 
gender Mean 

standard 

deviation 
t df Sig 

Total 

male 33.00 10.67 

-1.722 58 0.090 

female 37.33 8.72 

 

 
    Table 6 shows that there are no statistically significant differences in student translating 

the prepositions of movement according to the results of the student's test as gender vary 

where the t value reached -1.722  at level α ≤ 0.090 and the degree of freedom reached 58. 

The significance 0.09 is higher than 0.05. If t ≤ 0.05, it is statistically significant. 

 4.3. Results of Question Three 
 

     The findings of the third question which sates: What are the right techniques that 

students can use when translating movement prepositions from expert perspective? 

Findings for this question were collected from the questionnaire that was conducted by the 

researcher. A group of (30) experts (University Professors) were asked to fill the 

questionnaire to discover their views about the right techniques which students can use 

when translating movement prepositions to overcome the difficulties they encounter. 
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      The researcher used the following equation to identify the student right techniques 

when translating movement prepositions from expert perspective. 

Interval Width = (Maximum Point – Minimum Point) \ Number of Levels 

Interval Width = (5-1) \ 3 = 1.33 

• From 1 to 2.33 is considered low level of using 

• From 2.34 to 3.67 is considered moderate level of using 

• From 3.68 to 5 is considered high level of using 

Table 7 shows the results of means levels and ranksfor the Student right techniques when 

translating movement prepositions from expert perspective. 

        Table 7 shows that the mean for the total degree for the techniques students can use 

when translating movement prepositions from expert perspective were 3.51 with standard 

deviation 0.51, all the means came in the moderate level. In the first rank came item 2 

which state" I raise the students’ attention to the use of  nglish prepositions of 

movement.(e.g.across/through/along/towards/over/into/onto/to/in)." with mean 4.33 and 

standard deviation 0.71, and  in the last rank came item 9 which state " I think semantic 

translation is the most appropriate. 
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Table7. Means Standard for the Student Right Techniques When Translating 

Movement Prepositions from Expert Perspective.  
Item 

No 

Item Standard 

deviation 

Mean Level Rank 

2 I raise the students’ attention to the use of English 

prepositions of movement. (e.g. 

across/through/along/towards/over/into/onto/to/on/in). 
0.71 4.33 high 1 

7 Students divide the sentence into words and translate 

them individually rather than as whole entities. 1.33 3.87 high 2 

3 I provide my students with various practices on 

English prepositions of movement. 0.41 3.80 high 3 

8 I think communicative translation is the most 

appropriate technique that student should follow in 

translating prepositions. 
0.71 3.67 

moder

ate 
4 

1 I face difficulties in teaching prepositions in the 

university. 0.81 3.60 
moder

ate 
5 

5 Students try to find one equivalent for the without 

considering the contextual meaning of the target 

language. 
0.89 3.60 

moder

ate 
6 

10 I think paraphrasing is the most appropriate technique 

that student should follow in translating prepositions. 1.14 3.27 
moder

ate 
7 

6 Females are more competent than males in translating 

prepositions in general and those of movement in 

particular. 
0.94 3.07 

moder

ate 
8 

4 Proposition tests are ignored at University level. 
1.01 2.94 

moder

ate 
9 

9 I think semantic translation is the most appropriate 

technique that student should follow in translating 

prepositions. 
0.78 2.92 

moder

ate 
10 

 Total 0.51 3.51 Moderate 
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Chapter five 

Discussion, Conclusion and Recommendation 

5.0 Introduction 

     This chapter includes a short summary and discussion of the findings of the study that 

deals with the difficulties that the BA students encounter when translating the prepositions 

of movement. These findings are explained and interpreted by the researcher and they are 

also discussed in the light of the literature reviewed in chapter two. It ends up with 

recommendations and suggestions for further research. 

5.1 Discussion Related to the Results of Question One 

Q.1 What are the difficulties that face the BA students when translating prepositions of 

movement from English into standard Arabic? 

    Results of question one indicates that "lack of knowledge" was the first difficulty that 

faced students then "Lack of familiarity with English prepositions".  

     Lack of knowledge may be attributed to students' lack of knowledge in English and 

Arabic language and limited experience in translation and translation techniques; they are 

considered as novice translators which indicates that translators need more than language 

skills. They need general knowledge and sometimes specialized knowledge; they need to 

have the competence of analyzing, and choosing the appropriate equivalents or translating 

techniques. Also they need to be aware of the right usage of the dictionaries both hard and 

soft types which leads to the importance of good management of the time during the search 
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for equivalents skills. Some students' wrong translations and no translations relate to the 

underestimation of the time provided for the translation test.  

     This finding agrees with the study of Akhtar, Rizwan and Sohail (2017) who believe 

that mistranslations clearly are caused by the translator's lack of background about the SL 

and the insufficient linguistic competence or by insufficient analysis of the ST.  Also the 

findings agree with Dweik & Suleiman (2013) who find that the lack of knowledge in 

translation techniques and translation strategies is one of the problems that students have 

encountered.  

     Lack of familiarity of the prepositions of movement is also one of the difficulties that 

showed a high percentage in the results of the translation test. This is related to students' 

lack of interest in the importance of the prepositions and their uses in general and 

preposition of movement in particular .Neglecting this small and important part of the 

language is a problematic issue and students take a lot of time to acquire prepositions; it 

may be attributed to the various number of prepositions in English when comparing with 

Arabic prepositions and having more than one meaning in different situations and relating 

prepositions in English to their mother tongue , Arabic. These findings agree with Celce-

Murcia (1983) who argued that learners have a proclivity to correlate the prepositions in 

English language with the prepositions in their mother tongue. She explains that the basic 

reason is that there is variation in number of prepositions and a lack of one to one mapping 

between the languages. Also the result corresponds to Al Yaari (2013) who indicated that 

Saudi EFL students encountered difficulties when translating the prepositions from English 
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into Arabic such as inability to give the right equivalent and unfamiliarity with the 

prepositions. 

5.2  Discussion Related to the Results of Question Two 

   Q.2.Who is more competent in translating the prepositions of movement males or 

females according to the results of the student's test? 

   Findings of question two revealed that there were no significant differences between the 

performance of females and males ,and this may related to  the same circumstances and 

experience that the both genders share. Also the two genders share the same concerns 

which at the recent time are far away from all source of worthy knowledge,      this due to 

the temptations of civilization like technology, internet and smart phone services which 

give them everything easily and quickly. Also it may be attributed to the type of the simple 

statements which are used in the student test. These findings agree with Golvar (2009) who 

explored the connection between the gender and performance of the translator and 

discovered that there were no differences between the two genders' translation and 

attributed that to the easiness of the text used in the translation text. Also the data obtained 

from the expert's questionnaire of this study indicates neutral responses about this issue. 

     On the other hand the findings of this question disagree with Al Yaari (2013) who 

conducted a study depending on a sample of Fifty (50) Saudi EFL students (25 males, 25 

females), to find out who have more competence in translating the prepositions males or 

females. The findings showed that there was a noticed difference in the performance of the 

two genders among Saudi students where males recorded lower marks than females.  
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    These findings recommend that developed skills and abilities tangled in translation seem 

to be more powerfully motivated in the English-Arabic tasks in women when compared to 

men. 

5.3 Discussion Related to the Results of Question Three 

Q.3. What are the right techniques that students can use when translating movement prepositions 

from the perspective of the experts? 

   The Results of the questionnaire revealed that the most successful technical procedure to 

achieve good translation by students is to draw their attention to the use of the prepositions 

of movement and to provide them with continuous training in the lectures. The finding 

agrees with (Ellis 1965) who considers training is an important issue to producing a 

positive transfer or a negative one. And intensifying practice builds positive exchange, and 

with little practice, negative exchange happens.  

    Findings also revealed that communicative translation is the most successful technique 

that student can follow in translating the prepositions of movement and it is more efficient 

than semantic translation or paraphrasing. These findings agree with Alayesh (2012) who 

clarified that generally prepositions in English have more than one meaning. That indicates 

why the communicative translation is the recommended because the translator should have 

the talent to convey the message and spirit of the source text into the target one. 

    Also the findings agree with Burt &  Dulay (1972); Boers and Demecheleer (1998) who 

clarified that because prepositions have literal meanings as well as figurative ones, they are 

difficult for learners. These findings agreed with Gass (1983) who explained how 

prepositional usage in English can be exceptionally idiomatic (mostly in preposition verbs  
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and phrasal verbs) as in sentence 1. On the way we came across an old beggar. The 

preposition across here indicated unexpected meaning because of its combination with the 

verb came. The findings agree with Newmark’s term communicative translation (1988) and 

Nida’s dynamic equivalence (1968). This may related to their concerning of conveying an 

acceptable message to the target text reader ship. 

5.4 Conclusion 

     The results of the analyzed data of the two instruments of the study (Test and 

Questionnaire) indicate that BA students encountered different difficulties when translating 

prepositions of movement from English into standard Arabic. The lack of knowledge in the 

two languages was clearly noticed and lack of familiarity with prepositions of movement 

and inability to find the appropriate equivalent which related to their ignorance of the 

prepositions of movement and the differences in the use of each one. Also the ignorance of 

translation techniques and methods is one of the difficulties that were depicted and the 

experts recommended the communicative translation method as an appropriate technique to 

follow during the process of translation prepositions of movement. 

5.5 Recommendation for Future Research 

According to the results of the study the researcher suggests the followings: 

- Researchers must conduct studies about how to increase students' language skills.  

- The researchers should learn more about the prepositions of movement throughout 

extending their interests to search in related topics and studies. 
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- This researcher recommends that further research may be conducted on the 

differences between the use of similar prepositions such as in/into- on/onto- 

to/towards...etc. 

- Researchers need to conduct studies about the effect of linking the use of 

prepositions of movement to reality in the lectures on students' understanding. 

 

- Researcher are advised to study the benefit of organizing training courses by 

university instructors that aimed at familiarizing students with the use of 

prepositions of movement and explaining the appropriate methods to translate them 

in an extensive way. 
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Appendix A 

Figures illustrating the uses of movement prepositions. 
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Appendix B 

The Translation Test 

Dear Students, 

I am Nadia Lutfi Dawoud an M.A student enrolled in the Middle East University. I 

am working on my thesis titled "Difficulties That Face BA Students When 

Translating Prepositions of Movement from English into Standard Arabic". 

This translation test is designed only for the purpose of carrying out my thesis. 

Therefore, you are kindly requested to translate the thirty English statements. 

External resources such as dictionaries are allowed. 

Your participation, time and efforts are highly appreciated by the researcher. 

 

Researcher 

Nadia Lutfi Dawoud 

Nadia_lutfi71@yahoo.com 

Middle East University 
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Translation Test 

Gender: 

Male                    Female  

Please translate the following sentencesonly without translating the situations if they 

are written before, taking in consideration the prepositions of movement which are 

implemented in the sentences:  

1. The children are describing their mother, what they saw on the way home: 

On the way we came across an old beggar. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Some school students want to go to school by bus: 

We can get onto the bus here. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. The employee tries to talk to his manage: 

I followed Mr. Jackson along the corridor. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.  The boy to his mum: 

I am going to the university 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. A boy answering a lady asking about where the bathroom is: 

The bathroom is to your left. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. The ship sailed through the channel. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. The car went through the tunnel. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. I got into the classroom. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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9. I jumped into the swimming pool. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

10. There is a mirror over the sink. 

.………………………………………………………………………….. 

11. He drove the car along the road carefully. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

12. We could hear the rain falling on theroof. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

13. Let's have dinner in my place. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

14. I moved to Germany in 1998 . 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

15. Where is Jack?: 

 He's gone to the seashore. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

16. We walked across the park. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

17. We walked through the park. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

18. They drove across the city. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

19. They drove through the city. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

20. The dog is running towards me. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

21. Some student on their way to Oxford university: 

I think we’re heading towards Oxford now, we must have gone wrong 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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22. The same Oxford's Students in the previous statement 

Let’s get back onto the path. 

….…………………………………………………………………………………… 

23. He kicked the ball towards the goal. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

24.  hey couldn’t get the new sofa through the door. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

25. A Couple talking to their friends after returning from a drive-by: 

We drove through some spectacular countryside. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

26. The audience applauded warmly when: 

The singer stepped onto the platform. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

27. Professor of Geography asks his students to look at the moon: 

 ou won’t be able to see it unless you look through the monoculars. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

28. I'll jump over the wall and open the gate. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

29. The aircraft flew low over the lake. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

30. We were walking along the river when it started to rain. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Appendix C 

Model Answers for the Translation Test 

Model Translation provided by:  

1 .Name: Dr. Ferial Marabha 

2. Specialization: PHD.in Educational psychology 

3 .Place of the work: Liwaa Al-jame'ah educational directorate/Ministry of Education 

4. Work experience: English supervisor 

متدؾل كبير في الدؽ .1 صادفشا    .في الظريق 

ىشا .2 ة  رعؾد إلى الحافم  .يسكششا ال

ن عمي طؾل السسر  .3 كدؾ ت الديد جا  .تابع

ة  .4 مع ب  إلى الجا ى  .أنا ذا

ى يدارك .5  .الحسام عم

ة عبر القشاة .6 ت الدفيش  .ابحر

ت الديارة داخل الشفق .7  .مر

ت  .8 فدخم ر ة ال  .غرف

ة  .9 ة الدباح ت داخل برك  .قفز

ة .10 مرآة فؾق الحؾض/ السغدم   .ىشاك 

ة طؾال الظريق  .11  .بحذرقاد السركب

ى الدظح .12 سساع السظر يتداقط عم  .يسكششا 
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مشزلي .13 ء في  ول طعام العذا  .دعشا نتشا

ش في السانيا عام  .14 ت لمعي  .1988انتقم

ب إلى الذاطيء    .15 ى  .ذ

و( .16 مخرج و  الى  مدخم مؽ   .تسذيشا في السشتزه  ) 

مخرج آخر(. .17 مؽ  وخرجشا  و  رف مشت مؽ   تسذيشا في السشتزه  ) دخمشا 

ة عبر .18 وا الديارة/السركب ة قاد  .السديش

ة .19 ة عبر السديش وا الديارة/السركب  .قاد

متجيا نحؾي  .20 ب  ض الكم  .يرك

مخظئيؽ.  .21 و  نحؾ اكدفؾرد. البد انشا أخظأنا/ كشا  ن نتج  أعتقد انشا اال

 دعؾنا نعؾد إلى الظريق.  .22

ى/نحؾ اليدف.   .23  ركل الكرة باتجاه السرم

ب .24 مؽ البا ة   .لؼ يدتظيعؾا ادخال االريك

ض .25 ة تجؾلشا في الديارة عبر بع ة الجسيم  .السشاطق الريفي

ة .26 ر  .صعد السغشي  إلى السش

مؽ خالل السشاعير. .27 و اال اذا نغرتؼ  ؤيت ر ى   لؽ تكؾنؾا قادريؽ عم

ة .28 وأفتح البؾاب  .سأقفز فؾق الحائط  

ة فؾق البحيرة. .29 ز مشخف  حمقت  الظائرة  

ء تسظر. .30 ت الدسا ما بدأ ى طؾل/بسحاذاة( الشير عشد  كشا ندير )عم
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Appendix D 

The Experts Questionnaire Items 

 

 
No Statement 
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1 I face difficulties in teaching prepositions for college 

students. 

     

2 I raise the students’ attention to the use of  nglish 

prepositions of 

movement.(e.g.across/through/along/towards/over/into

/upon/to/in). 

     

3 I provide my students with various practices on 

English prepositions of movement. 

     

4 Preposition in grammar tests are ignored at University 

level. 

     

5 Students try to find one equivalent for the word 

without considering the contextual meaning of the 

target language. 

     

6 Females are more competent than males in translating 

prepositions in general and those of movement in 

particular. 

     

7 Students divide the sentence into words and translate 

them individually rather than as whole entities. 

     

8 I think communicative translation is the most 

appropriate technique that students should apply in 
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translating prepositions. 

9 I think semantic translation is the most appropriate 

technique that students should apply in translating 

prepositions. 

     

10 I think paraphrasing is the most appropriate 

technique that students should apply in translating 

prepositions. 
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Appendix E 

The validation committee 
No Name Specialization Place of Work 

1 Dr, Majed Abdillatif General 

Linguistics/Phonetics 

and Phonology 

Middle East University 

2 Pro. Zakaria  Ahmad 

Abu Hamdia 

Linguistics Middle East University 

3 Dr. Norma Al-Zayed Methods in teaching 

English 

Middle East University 

4 Dr. Ibrahim Abushihab 

 

Applied 

Linguistics 

Al Zaytounah private 

university 

5 Dr. Bilal Ayasrah Translation Al Zaytounah private 

university 

6 Dr. Dima Aladwan Translation studies Al Zaytounah private 

university 

7 Dr.Yazan mahameed Linguistics Amman Arab University 

8 May Al-Shaikhli Translation and 

Linguistics 

Amman Arab University 

9 Dr. Fatema Jafer Methods in teaching 

English 

Amman Arab University 

10 Dr. Nour Harar Translation Amman Arab University 
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Appendix F 

The Validation Letter 
Dear Professor, 

The researcher is  Nadia Lutfi Dawoud, an M.A student at  the Middle East University, 

working on my thesis titled "Difficulties that Face BA Students When Translating 

Prepositions of Movement From English into Standard Arabic". 

     The aim of the study is to measure the difficulties that BA students encounter when 

translating prepositions of movement from English into Arabic and explore the techniques 

and procedures for improvement.   Based on your experience and knowledge, you are 

kindly requested to determine the validity of the instruments that are used in collecting data 

which are: 1) translation test   2) experts questionnaire. 

   Your time, help, effort, and cooperation in commenting on the following questions are 

highly appreciated. 

The researcher: Nadia Lutfi Dawoud 

Nadia_lutfi71@yahoo.com 

Middle East University 

Please write the personal information:- 

1  . Name.…………………………………… 

2. Specialization…………………………… 

3  . Place of the work……………………… 
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Appendix G 

The MEU Permission Letter(1) 
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The MEU Permission Letter (2) 
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The MEU Permission Letter (3) 
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The MEU Permission Letter (4)
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The MEU Permission Letter (5) 
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The MEU Permission Letter (6) 
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Appendix H 

A Guide to Arabic Transliteration 

 

Arabic is written in the Arabic alphabet. There are many different ways of writing this in                                                                                   

Roman characters. This is called a "transliteration." The table below shows one of the 

different transliteration systems of the Arabic alphabet (Adapted from Al-Arabiyya) 

 
Arabic letters  

(consonants) 

Transliteration Arabic letters  

(consonants) 

Transliteration 

 ḍ ض ʔ ء

 ṭ ط b ب

 ẓ ظ t ت

 ʕ ع θ ث

 Gh غ j ج

 f ف  ḥ ح

 Q ق kh خ

 K ك d د

 l ل ð ذ

 M م R ر

 n ن z ز

 h ي s ش

 W و sh ش

 y ي ṣ ص

Vowels Transliteration 

-------  َ  a 

--------  َ  u 

--------  َ  i , e 

 u --و ----

--ا ----- ā 

 ū و

-- ي-----  ī 

 iyy ---- ي  

و  َ  AW 

و   َ    Uww 

ي  َ  Ay 

 


